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Benton's top - ranked cage
team maintained its undefeat -
ed record Tuesday night, swam-
ping the Fulgham five 91 to 53
in a lopsided contest.
The Indians led all the way
and never really were pressed.
By quarters, the score was 17 to
12 in the first, 44 to 28 at the
half and 66 to 38 in the third
period.
Garnmel poured in 24 points
to win scoring honors for Ben-
ton. Bailey got 17, Stone 10, An-
derson 9, Duke 8, Jackson 7,
Morgan 6, Peck and Gold 4 eacn,
and Jones 2.
Benton and South Marshall
will tangle at the Benton gym
Friday night. A capacity crowd
is anticipated.
Last week, Benton rolled over
highly-touted Lone Oak by a
score of 53 to 42. Benton piled
up a 13-point lead in the first
quarter and Lone Oak was not
able to overcome the handicap.
Paul Dailey scored 16 of Ben-
ton's points, Gammel 12, Stone
and Peck 8 each, Jackson 7 and
Phillip Morgan 2.
North Marshall defeated Reid-
land 68 to 57 in a close con-
test. The Jets led 15 to 13 at
the first quarter, trailed 27 to
28 at the half and the score was
tied 48 all in the third period.
Lampley was held to 9 points.
Story got 15 and Hall was sec-
ond with 14.
South Marshall walloped Kirk-
sey 89 to 53. Only in the first
quarter was the score ever close,
19 to 15. Thereafter South Mar-
shall had the game on ice. At
the half the score was 43 to 28
and at the end of the third per-





The South Marshall Rebels
chalked up another victory last
Friday night when they rolled
over Kirksey by the score of 89
to 53. The Eagles from Kirksey
took the lead early in the game,
but the Rebels gained control
in the closing seconds of the
first period and were never be-
hind again. The half-time score
was 43 to 28, and the Rebels
went on to win by a margin of
36 points.
The Rebel attack was led by
Harold Wilkins and Robert Por -
tis, who racked up 26 and 25
points respectfully. Ross tallied
13, Miller 12, Butler 9, and York
4. High scoring honors went to
Darnell. leading offensive play-
er for the Kirksey team. He
dropped in 34 points.
The Rebels have two important
games scheduled for this week.
On Friday night they tangle
with Benton, on Benton's home
court. The fans and the players
out at South Marshall are really
looking forward to this one.
Then on Saturday night, the
Rebels take on Lyon County at
Brewers.
The South Marshall Rebels
hope that when this week's ac-
tion is through ,they will again
come out on top with two more




The home of Mrs. R. 0. Vick,
925 Birch, was the scene Wed-
nesday afternoon for the holi-
day house and silver tea spon-
sored by the Benton Woman's
Club.
The silver tea has been held
for several years but this 
was
the first year for the 
holiday
house affair.
Miss Sunshine Colley was
chairman in charge of the tea,
and she was assisted by a 
com-
mittee of 30 club members in
decorating the entire Vick home.
A Christmas motif was 
used in
the beautiful and unusual 
dec-
orations throughout the house.
Refreshments were served to
180 guests.
PUBLIC SINGING TO BE
HELD AT GRAND RIVERS
A public singing will 
be held
at the Grand Rivers 
Methodist
Church Sunday afternoon, 
Dec.
16, starting at 2 o'clock.
All churches and 
communities
are urged to bring 
singers. In
addition to group singing, 
there
will be quartets and 
other spe-
cial singers and music:




• County And It •
Will Build You
Benton, Kentucky, December 13, 7956
College Head to
Speak at Church
Athens Clay Pullias, president
of David Lipscomb College, Nash
ville, Tenn., will be the visiting
speaker at the 10:45 a, m. wor-
ship service, Benton Church of
Christ, Sunday, Dec. 16.
He will also speak at the
Broadway Church of Christ in
Paducah at 8:30 a. m., Sunday
and will be the main speaker a
a meeting of Lipscomb alumnS
prospective college students, and
other friends of the college, at
the Ritz Hotel, 7:30 p. m., Satur-
day, Dec. 15.
The alumni meeting will be
held as a dinner program, with
charge of $1.75 per plate, and in
addition to the talk by President
Pullias, Lipscomb vocalists will
be featured.
Mrs. Douglas Oliver, 4115 Sun-
set Court, Paducah, is in charge
of reservations for the dinper,
and Benton alumni or others
wishing to attend may make re-
servations with her.
Pullias is a nationally known
educator and evangelist, and is
a member of the editorial staff
of the 20th Century Christian,
monthly religious magazine pub-
lished in Nashville.
He spoke last week in Searcy.
Ark., on "Alumni Relations," at
a meeting of Christian College
A. C. PULLIAS
presidents, held at Harding
College. Earlier this week he
was in Dallas, Tex., attending the
annual convention of the Sou-
thern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, of which




A traffic accident at Poplar and
12th Streets Wednesday morning
at 11:30 injured one person, da-
maged one automobile and
knocked down two parking me-,
ters in front of the Filbeck-Cannl
Funeral Home.
Injured was Arch Creason,
who was walking on the side-
walk in front of the funeral
home when he was struck either'
by a falling meter or an auto-
mobile.
Mr. Creason was taken to Mc-
Clain Clinic by Otto Cann, who
heard the crash and ran from
the funeral home to offer help
Mr. Creason was treated for cuts
and oruises and released.
The car that knocked down
the meters was driven by Joe
Green of Benton, who is em-
ployed as a laborer at National
Carbide in Calvert City.
Green was traveling east (J.
12th Street. A large bread truck
was parked at the corner of My-
ers and Elkins Grocery. A car
driven by Mrs. Robert Poague
of Benton was traveling on Pop-
lar Street.
Green told Police Chief Joe
Faughn that in order to avoid
a collision with the Poague car
he drove his car upon the side-
walk, knocking doivn the meters
before stopping.
Green was not injured, but




Eight young men of Mar-
shall County have received
Christmas greetings reminis-
cent of World War 2 days.
The young men received
greetings from Uncle Sam, re-
questing them to report for
Army duty.
The eight youths left Mon-
day by bus for Louisville and
induction into the Army and
will spend the Christmas holi-
days in an Army camp.
The youths are Bobbie W.
Bohannon. Jimmy Harrell,
Murril Curtis, Edward D. Pow-
ell, Charles W. Collins. How-




Graveside services were held
Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock at
the Benton Cemetery for Joe
Allen Thompson, infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thompson
of Benton, by the Rev. Paul
Dailey. Burial was in the Ben-
ton Cemetery by the Linn Fu-
neral Home.
Besides his parents, he is sur-
vived by a sister, Ericca Daua,
and a brother, Charles Ronald,





Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Griggs
of Calvert City Route 2 will ce-
lebrate their golden wedding an-
niversary on Sunday, Dec. 16.
Open house will be held at
the Griggs home from 1 to 4
o'clock in the afternoon. All re-
latives and friends are invited
to attend.
The marriage of Mr. and Mrs.
Griggs took place at Metropolis,
Ill., on Dec. 16, 1906. They have
made their home in Marshall
County most of their married
life.
Mr. and Mrs. Griggs are the
parents of four living children
-- Mrs. Stella Moore of Gilberts-
ville and Mrs. Colleen Moore of
Indianapolis, and Stoney and
Wayne Griggs, both of Calvert
City Route 2. There are 16
grandchildren.
All of the children, with the
possible exception of Mrs.
Moore of Indianapolis, will be
home for the anniversary event.
Mrs. W. F. Watkins and grand-
daughter, Sherry Lynn Lovett
of Hardin Route I were visitors
in town Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Anderson






Air Reduction Sales Co. won
the Calvert City United Fund
Drive trophy for highest per
capita employee contributions to
this year's campaign.
The trophy was presented at
a United Fund meeting Tuesday
night to W. S Stuart, plant
manager, and B4. C. Walker, plant
solicitor, by U 'ted Fund presi-
(lent Ed O'Dell
The trophy will remain in pos•
seSsion of Air 4o Sales for one
year and untq such time as
there is anothe winner in sub-
sequent drives.
This is the first time a trophy
hat been awarded to the indus-
trial plant witli the highest per
capita contribution. The award-
ing of the trophy is in recogni-
tion of the fadt that nearly 7')
percent of the rontributions ara
made by induatrial plant em-
ployees,
The trophy was awarded at a
meeting of the United Fund di-
rectors, at which time it also
was announced that contribu-
tions to the car1paign now have
exceeded $1Q,05). Goal of the
drive was $9,5o.
The board instructed the sec-
retary and treasurer to make
partial payments to the partici-
pating agencies—Red Cross, Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, Heart Fund,
Community Recreation and
Community We fare. Final pay-
ments, inciudi g the surplus,
a ill be made w en final contri-



























ed of Mr. and
and their dau-
ghters, Mrs. Pete Gunn and Mrs.
R. N. Pace.
Those attending the dinner
. were:
I Mr. and Mrs. 'B. L. Trevathan,
Mr. and Mrs. HI E. Morgan, Mr.
, and Mrs. E. L. Starks. Mr. an,1
!Mrs. Elton Telle. Mr. and Mrs.
Clots Holmes. Mr. and Mrs. Don
'Mathis, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Owens,
I Miss Betty Greenfield, Miss Pa-
Alicia Bolton, Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Roberts.
I Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Inman; Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Houser, Mr. and
Mrs. J. T. Kinney. Dr R. E.
Foust, Mr. J. Brandon Price, Mrs.
Joe L. Price, Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Gunn, Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Pace,
'Mr. and Mrs. Coy Creason, Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Prince, Mr.




School students of Benton
and Marshall County are going
to get an 11-day holiday period
as a Christmas present.
All schools will be dismissed
at the end of classes on Friday,
Dec. 21.
This good news for the stu-
dents was announced by County
Superintendent Holland Rose
and City Superintendent Joe
Duke.
Ed Hayden has gone to Aus-
tin, Ind. on business.
First In Circulation, First In Advertising
First In The Home, First In Reader Interest
Number 3t
Billy Watkins is Named
Party Chairman in County
BILLY WATKINS EAKI OSBORNE
Big Loot Taken
At Hardin Store
Burglars broke into the Voris
Utley grocery at Hardin Monday
night and took merchandise
valued at approximately $250.
From the amount of grocer-
ies taken, the thieves were tre-
mendously hungry or were pre-
ow .
aiing to open a store of their=
ere is what they took:
Meat valued at $25.
Sugar valued at $12.
25 dozen eggs valued at $12.50.
20 jars of instant coffee and
several cans of regular coffee:
37 cases of canned goods.
30 pairs of nylon hose.
40 cartons of rigarets.
$3 worth of pepper and spices.
One suede cap.
It is believed that the burglars
hauled away the merchandise in
an automobile or truck.




Benton Commandery No. 46
will hold a special conclave on
Thursday night, Dec. 13, at s
p.m. in the Benton Masonic
Hall.
The conclave is being called
for inspection in the Order of
the Temple, with inspecting of-
titer Leslie Combs Bruce of




Electrical rates for residential
property in Benton are the sec-
ond lowest of any municipally_
owned TVA system in Ken
tucky, according to the annual
TVA financial report.
Benton's residential rate is 99
cents per kilowatt hour.
Murray has the lowest rate,
94 cents, of any Kentucky city
operating under TVA.
CANDIDATE—George Little, a-
bove, of Route 6, announced
this week that he is a candidate
for sheriff. Mr. Little has been
engaged in farming since re-
turning from service in World
War 2. His formal announcement
will appear later.
Clubs
The regular meeting of the
Calvert City Lions Club was held
Thursday evening, Dec. 6, at the
Tea Room. This was a zone
meeting of the Calvert City and
Benton Lions Clubs with repre-
sentatives of the Smithland and
Lyon County Lions Clubs also
present.
Representatives from the Har-
din and Salem Lions Clubs were
not able to be in attendance.
The meeting was called to
order by Lion President Little
and guests were introduced, as
follows:
Paul Moore, administrator for
Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
Carney Wright, administrator
for Riverside Hospital, Paducah.
Woodrow Holland, Lions chair-
Discuss
man for Zone 3, Region 1. Ken-
tucky.
Dr. Harold King, Benton.
W. S. Stewart, Shelby John-
son. Eric Hellstrom, Coleman
Hawkins and Mr. McDonald, all
of Calvert City.
Following the introduction of
guests, President Little asked
each member of the Calvert
City, Benton, Lyon County and
Smithland Lions Clubs to intro-
duce themselves, inasmuch as
many of the Lions at this zone
meeting had not previous op-
portunity to meet one another.
Lion President Little then
turned the meeting over to Lion
Woodrow Holland. Lion Holland
welcomed all the Lions Clubs to
this zone meeting and explainel
Rates of other,. Kentucky towns
using TVA electricity inlcude
Mayfield, $1.07; Russellville $1.23
Franklin $1.44: Hopkinsville $1.05
and Bowling Green $1.33.
Benton's rates also compare
favorably with other towns in
the TVA system. Lowest in the
entire system is Clarksville,
Tenn., with a rte of 82 cents
per kilowatt hour. Highest rate
for any town is $1.71, which is
the current charge at Union City,
Tenn.
There are only about a dozen
towns in Kentucky with munici-
pally-owned electric systems us-
ing TVA power. Most of the TVA
service goes to Tennessee towns
with municipally - owned sys-
tems, while a handful of towns in
Mississippi and north Alabama
receive TVA power.
The City Light Board. on June
30, 1956, had an investment of
$280,089.22 in poles, lines and
transformers in Benton. On June
30. 1955, the investment was1
$260,183.97, which is an increase I
01 about $20,000.
On June 30, 1956, the number
of electrical customers in Ben-
ton totalled 1,175. On the same
date in 1955, customers number-
ed 1,163. A gain of 12 customers
is shown.
On June 30, 1956, electricity
sold amounted to 11,781,495 kil-
owatt hours. On the same date
in 1955, only 10.135,436 kilowatt
hours were sold, which is a gain
of a million and a half kilowatt
hours.
Hospital For This Section
that the purpose of the meeting
I Was to give the Lions Clubs op-
portunity to discuss the matter
of whether to proceed with a
movement to establish a Mar-
shall County hospital.
Lion Holland then asked Lion
Dr. Traylor to introduce the two
hospital administrators.
Dr. Traylor introduced Carney
Wright of Riverside Hospital and
Paul Moore of the Trigg County
Hospital. Mr. Wright was asked
to disclose the facts which he
was to present. Following this
Mr. Moore joined in presenting
his information. A general dis-
cussion then ensued in which
many questions were presented
and answers given. In the course
of the meeting Lion Traylor re•
ported that he and Rev. Farmer
had called Mr. Hackney regard-
ing the availability of Hill-Bur-
ton funds. Mr. Hackney told
them that no such funds were
likely to be available during the
next 18 months, but that a letter
requesting assistance and citing
justification for a hospital
should be wri ten at this time.
Following the discussion, Lion
Holland proposed that another
joint meeting of the Lions Clubs
be held early next year and at
that time Mr. Hackney would
he asked to be present to explain
further the Hill-Burton Act pro-
visions.
Lion Miller of the Benton
Lions Club moved that a zone
dinner meeting be held at Ken-
tucky Dam early next year at a
time when Mr. Hackney could
be present. Lion Hall seconded
the motion. Voice vote in favor
was unanimous.
Lion President Little then re-
quested Lion Holland, with the
assistance of the secretaries of
the concerned Lions Clubs, to
write Mr. Hackney inviting him
to attend a zone Lions Clubs'
meeting and in the letter ta
give the information that Mr.
Hackney had cited as being
necessary for a request for Hill-
Burton assistance. Lion Holland
was also requested to make the
necessary arrangements for the
zone meeting.




Sheriff Billy Watkins we ••
unanirnously elected county
chairman at a Democratic meet-
ing held last Saturday at the
courthouse in Benton.
Earl Osborne, Benton attorney,
was unanimously elected party
secretary in this county.
Watkins will succeed Will Ely,
Who has been county Democratic
chairman for the last four years.
Approximately 50 persons at-
tended the party meeting, which
was called to order by Mr. Ely. •
After a short talk, Mr. Ely ask-
ed for nominations for the posi-
tions of temporary chairman
and temporary secretary.
Rol] Dexter of Gilbertsville was
named temporary chairman and
Earl Cole of Brewers was chosen
temporary secretary.
Mr. Dexter appointed Dewey
Jackson, Joe Darnall and C. 0.
Washburn as members of a cre-
dentials committee and this com-
mittee promptly certified the
following persons as precinct
committeemen and committee
women elected at the Dec. 1
precinct meetings:
SOUTH BENTON — Dewey
Jackson and Mrs. Jackson.
NORTH BENTON — Marvin
Watkins and Mrs. Harry Jones.
WEST BENTON—Joe Darnall
and Mrs. Kate Landram.
HARDIN — Clarence Darnall
and Mrs. Nell Pace.







burn and Mrs. Mozelle Galloway.
GILBERTSVILLE—Roll Dexter




ret and Mr.. Barrett.
BREWERS—Earl Cole and Mrs.
Inez Thompson.
CALVERT CITY—Jess Doyle
and Mrs. Sarah Keeling.
HARVEY — Lannie Burkhart
and Mrs. Burkhart.
SCALE — Kenneth Bragg and
Mrs. Stella Foust.
PRICE—Cratus York and Mrs.
York.
OAK LEVEL—Woodrow Burk'
hart and Mrs. Burkhart.
ELVA—Dow Barnes and Mrs.
Barnes.




The temporary chairman ask-
ed for nominations for perma-
nent chairman and Billy Wat-
kins was nominated and unan-
imously elected. The temporary
chairman then called for nomin-
ations for permanent secretary
and Mr. Osborne was nominated
and unanimously elected.
Mr. Osborne issued a statement
after the meeting saying that he
thought the Democratic Party in
Marshall County was more unit-
ed than at any time since the
bitter primary election of 1955
in which Happy Chandler de-
feated Bert Combs in the guber-
natorial race.
Mr. Osborne also denied that
any "official" offer had been
made by anti-Chandlerites for
harmony and division of power
at the recent precinct and coun-
ty Democratic gatherings. Os -
borne said some "unofficial" of-
fers had been made, but they
came from persons who held no
authority to speak for the party
and thus could not be consid-
ered.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Riley of
Benton are the parents of a son
born Monday at the Murray
Hospital. Mrs. Riley is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Rose
of Benton.
Mrs. D. M. Frizzell of Benton





Soft, cuciali house slip $ 99
pets with Ponys, Bun-
ny's, Poodles, Tweaky
Nose. etc.
Felt uppers with corduroy
collar, soft padded platform
heels and soles.
Warm felt bootees with
sof t padded, platform
heels and soles. Cute lit-
tle styles for cute little






















On Saturday night, Dec. 8, the
Brewers P-TA sponsored a show
patterned after the Grand Ole
Opry. The guests were Elvis
Presley, played by Mike Staples
and Bob Atlish, and Little Rich-
ard, played by Gwen Noles.
We nad a very nice program
and would like to thank all the
people who helped to get it to-
gether. We also had a very nie
crowd.
The 11th grade is still playing
ball. Up to the present time,
we have won three games and
lost three. We will play Aurora
Thursday, the 13th. We will play
Briensburg there on the night ot
the 17th.
The third month honor roll is
as follows:
FIRST GRADE—Michael Ma-
this, William Louis Lyles, Ronny
Gale Johnston, Thrisha Chester,
Paulette Walters and Teresia
Mullins.
SECOND GRADE — Marvin
Bell, Mitchell Houser, Phillip
Howell, Bobby Parker, Roger
Perry, Michael Parther, Dennis
Riley, Eddie Ross, Gary Wilkins,
Brenda Camp, Diane Johnson,
Phyllis Park, Connie Swift and
Linda Wyatt.
THIRD GRADE—Carol Burd,
Carol Chester, Shirley Cunning-
ham, Linda Feazor, Danetta
Mathis, Kenethia Reed„ Joan
Thompson, Joy Ann Wyatt, Bar-
bara York, Brenda York, Carl
Butler, William Keith Crass,
Billy Cunningham, Terry Pow-
ell, Gary Shemwell, Roy Wad-
kins and Arlie James Wilkins.
'FOURTH GRADE — Dawn
Stephens, Linda Cole, Linda
ClackwAl, Gwen Crass, Sarah
Nelson, Cheryl Park, Gary Sea-
ford, Carl Chester, Raymond
Jones, Marki,? Cope and Ronnie
Humphrey.
FIFTH GRADE—Wayne Cope,
James Fulton, Jerry Humphrey,
Derril Elkins, Carolyn Edwards,
Margaret Harris, Sandra John-
ston, Betty Mason, Jerlene Nel-
son and Gwen Notes.
SIXTH GRADE — Jimmy El-
kins, Beverly Nelson, Ina Jean
Kalor, Arletta Houser, Linda Sue
Edwards, Peggy Jean Smith,
Patsy Burnett, Joyce Kaye
Smith and Carolyn Bloodworth.
SEVENTH GRADE — Gwen
Ct ass and Ray Blackwell.
EIGHTH GRADE—June Noles,
Janice Slayden, Narvin Darnall,
Johnni.? Bloodworth, Judy Cun-
ningham, Ila Sue Creason, Di-
Wine or blue, heavy felt up-
pers with warm corduroy col•
lar. Long wearing comoo soles








































Women's sizes 4 to 9 and girls' sizes 6
to 3. Simulated leather uppers with
beaded vamps and warm, glamorous fur
trimming. They're warm, practical, and
beautifuL A REAL BARGAIN VALUE!
THE PERFECT GIFT
Genuine leather opera slippers
with leather soles and warm
sheep linings. Sure to warm a
man's feet and his heart_
426 B•viay, 2nd A Ky
Paducah, Ky.
nah Cope, Mike Staples, Beverly
Edwards. Donna Kaye Hum-
phrey, Hannah Sutherland and
Loretta Marie Wadkins.
Mrs. Forest Bryant and Paul
Bryan: of Bardstowg, Ky., spent
the weekend with Mrs. W. B.
Holland and Miss Minnie Lou
Holland on Route 4.
A. T. Higgins of Route 7 was
in town Friday and while here
renewed his subscription to the
Courier.
The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, December 13, 1
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Rudolph
of Elkton, Ky., were guests Sat-
urday and Sunday of his sister,
Mrs. H. E. Mathis and Mr. Ma-
this and also in the home of
Mrs. Mary Rudolph.
Charlie Smith of Calvert Ci-
ty has been dismissed as a pa-
tient from the Riverside Hos-
212 Broadway Paducah, Ky.









Both for Only 39.95
S3 Down Delivers
Choice: Natural or Maple
. Suite
i













Mrs. Zora Stone, Mrs. Lillie
Jones and Mrs. Genoa Gregory
were shoppers in Paducah Mon-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Warren
spent Monday afternoon in
Murray in the home of Mrs.
Gertie Russ who is very ill.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. R'
Bradenton, Fla., will arriv
next week to spend the
days with Mr. H. A. Ril
Miss Jane Riley.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry s
Benton are the parents of











From 4.95 to 39.95
Huge selection to choose
from. 10 percent Deliver,
any lamp.
Innerspring Mattress
• 2 Dresser Lamps
• 2 ACA PILLOWS
Solid Red Cedar
Cedar Chest
Lid Tray & Lock
53 Down Delivers 39.95
Cavalier Cedar Chests
849 and S59
Walnut, Limed Oak, 3Iahoc
Groups!.
57 Pcs




38 Pc. KITCHEN Group
INCLUDES
• 5 Pc. Crome Dinette 84.85 va
411 32 Pc. Dish Set 5 Dow
• 9x12 Lino. Rug 
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The slim lines of this wrap
coat assure fashion success.
Rhinestone sparkles light
scalloped detail on one lapel.
Emphasizes the perfect
hand-stitches seen there, as
well as on the deep notched
cuffs. Welting marks deep-set
sleeves. Adoed fashion in
the satin ascot tie. Handsome
Corvonna fabric takes
luxurious embroidered milium
satin lining. Sizes 8 to 18.
hion's scale





A LOVELY COAT FOR XMAS
Fall's elegant silhouette in
Corvanna. Bejewelled
Mandarin collar importantly
stands up for compliments ...
heightened by a contrasting
satin Ascot. Wrap lines
feature a prim front .
carefree swirl at side back.
Precision stitching outlines add
an expensive look. Deep
sleeves taper to fitted cuffs
... dashing slash pockets.
Embroidered milium satin





Skyway , high fashion plus sleek 
design for the luggage that dreams are made of!
Each case with an air of luxury 
... featherlight and roomy ... covered in lustrout Koroseel•
that wipes clean .. reinforced with 
super-tough Fiberglas for flexible. packable
strength. Exclusive Liftomatict 
hinges. Travelgardt locks. Open stock fashion colors.
A•16' Square•Tote, 16.95. B-I2" Junket. 
10.95. C-22" Dres-Tote. 25.00. The ensemble: 52.95.
Come in and weigh the fact, — you'il go Skv%avl
Irk% TMEIBK gis range log2RT2MEWAIMMITIM Ea 
Mama fMT =Pi iilkt nil Pal IN.r•itea lia3116 Ilia Ad 1113 
liffilailikiJordlaii WM
Kentucky Bankers
B. L. Trevathan, president of
the Bank of Marshall County,
Benton, has been appointed
county agricultural chairman
for Marshall County, according
to an anouncement by John G.
Russell Paducah, president of
the Kentucky Bankers Associa-
tion.
The appointement becomes ef-
fective immediately and is for
the year 1957.
County agricultural chairmen
are the official representatives
of the Kentucky Bankers Asso-
ciation in activities designed to
increase farm income and im-
prove the welfare of rural com-
munities. Such activities Include
the encouragement of new and
improved farm practices, the
support of youth leadership in
4-H Clubs and FFA Chapters.
end cooperation with farm lead-
ers and agencies in holding ed-
ucational tours, field days and
achievement meetings.
Besides engaging in many lo-
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Here and There
Mr. and Mrs. Clell Burkeen
of Murray Route 3 and Mrs. An-
nie Norwood of Hardin Route 1
were visitors in Benton Wednes-
day.
Mrs. Johnny Heath of Route 5
was a Nisitor in Benton Saturday
and while here renewed her sub-
scription to the Courier.
Ernest Pace was taken to Bap-
tist Hospital in Paducah this
week for treatment of a serious
kidney ailment.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Cloud of
Benton Route I are the parents
cally sponsored farm activities
the agricultural chairmen aid
in co-ordinating and adapting
the program of the state bank-
ers association to the needs and
conditions of their counties.
The Kentucky Bankers Asso-
ciation has gained national re-
cognition for its agricultural
program. In 1956, for the 17th
consecutive year, it was award-
ed the American Bankers Asso-
ciation's "Agricultural Award"
based upon its accomplishments
in the field of agriculture.
"STEADY NOW!"
9 STAY -roevnist
AND WE NON'T GC,








THINK THEY HAVE EVERYTHING!
No man really has everything
— until he enjoys the un-
equaled comfort in a pair of
glove-soft Evans Slippers.
We carry the world's most famous name in
slippers — Evans. Why not write "Evans Slip-
pers" on your gift list right now?
Smart men find relaxation in Evans Slippers
Give a Pair of Bostonian Shoes
Men's & Boys' Shoe Dept. — First Floor
WEILLE'S
409 Broadway — Paducah, Ky.
of a sun, born Dec. 8 at McClain
Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. James Shemwell
of Owensboro, Ky., Miss Mar-
jorie Shemwell of Columbus,
Ind. also Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Hearn and family of Alton, Ill.,
will spend the holidays with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Shemwell on Benton Route 2
near Oak Level, The Rex Shem-
wells have recntly moved into
their new house. It is located
seven miles from Benton at the
cross roads near Oak Level.
R. M. Provine of Gilbertsville
Route I was in town Saturday
and visited at the Courier of-
fice a short while.
Mrs. A. D. Smotherman of
Benton Route 2 was a business
visitor in Benton Tuesday and
while here renewed their sub-
scription to the Courier.
Mrs. Ted Combs Is
Hostess to Session
Of CWF Members
The C.W.F. of the First Chri
tian Church of Benton held I
annual Christmas program
the home of Mrs. Ted Combs.
Mrs. Joe Williams gave the d
votional and Mrs. James Elki,
told a Christmas story.
Refreshments were served
19 members and one guest,
was Mrs. Akma Tyree.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cours4
were guests Sunday of Mr. at
Mrs. Clifton Coursey.
Mrs. Raymond Harper and it
f..,nt of Calvert City has bet
dismissed from the Riversit.
Hospital in Paducah.
Douglas Frevert of Calvert C
ty was admitted this week
the Riverside Hospital in Pad'
eah for treatment.









Everyone on your list would
like to own a Sheaffer White
Dot Snorkel Pen... the qual-
ity writing instrument famed
for dean filling. A pleasure to.
write with! A pride to own!





From first seam to final trim the AUTOMATIC NECCHI
and ELNA do every stitch of the work ...Sew straight
and zigzag, forward and reverse, overcast scorns,
blindstitch hems, hemstitch, mend and darn, sew on
buttons, make buttonholes, applique, monogram, and
make dozens of beautiful embroidery stitches,
ALL WITHOUT ATTACHMENTSI
There's a NECCHI to suit every home, every budget,
straight stitch model IC only $95.95
Per FREE demonstration call or visit
Sewing Machine Exchange






Mrs. Hans Beller of Lacue-
nd spoke last Thursday night
the North Marshali FHA and
heir invited guests, South Mar-
all and Benton chapters. Mrs.
R. Cole, who arranged the
rogram, introduced Mrs. 13eller,
Mrs. Beller gave an inspiring
alk of her life in Argentina and
f her travels in Europe and
outh American countries. She
alked about the different ar-
hitecture, the different customs
nd the climate of her native
rgentina, and of many humor-
us incidents in translating
ords from Spanish into Eng-
sh.
She showed colored slides and
cok her audience on a South
merican trip through Argen-
ina and Brazil: also on an air-
lane trip 18,000 feet high over
he Andes, between Argentina
d Chile.
One of the most beautiful
lides was that of "The Redeem-
r of the Sugar Loaf," which is a
tatue of Christ high above the
arbor of Rio de Janeiro, at
ight illuminated with hun-
reds of tiny lights.
At the end of the meeting,
rs eller showed as a special
and, as she said, "was
of my love to you all"
Mrs. Beller had talked before
o some of the audience in North
arshall High School and was
ked and voted on, to come
ck again t some colored slides
her French silver toy poodle,
herie, and her three little pup-
les.





Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Clark of
Route 3 are the parents of a son
born December 8th at the Mc-
Clain Clinic in Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Lee Walk-
er of Calvert City are the par-
ents of a girl born December 9
at the McClain Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Egner of
Calvert City Route 1 are the
parents of a son born December
10 at the McClain Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Egner of
Calvert City Route 1 are the par-
ents of a son born December 10
at the McClain Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. Grvice Fox of
Eddyville Route 2 are the par-
ents of a son born December 11
at the McClain Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Haymes
of Benton are the parents of a
son born Tuesday December 11
at the Murray Hospital.
0. T. English of Route 6 was
a business visitor in Benton
Saturday and while here sub-
scribed for the Marshall Cour-
ier.
Mrs. Charlie Lyles is spend-
ing two weeks in the home ot
her son, Hal Lyles in Paducah.
Henry Norwood of Hardin Rt.
1 was a business visitor in Ben-
ton Saturday.
Mrs. Florence Nunley has been
ill at her home in Benton fm•
several weeks.
Beller and she was presented
with a beautiful pink planter.
Following the program. delic-











OMR! THE INVENTION OF THE 1.A.ANANIA
onessAaes WERE TRANOMITTEO OVE-4 16.1NOREPS OF
MILES &l U6E CF SIMIAPNORWA TOWERS 'NEAT
USED FOR TRANNAANON- TFIE Loma's. ISeSTE/ARANI FROM SERMANV TO RUSSIA, A DIFAMACt OF
OVER 1200 MILES-
POLICE!
MOST FAMOUS POLICEORSANIZATIOI• IN THE NOIRLD
IS SCOTLAND YARD i lc14000 MEN PATROL AHOSERVICE 734 50CAIZL




serra•now.,,,,sea sAy./04, says&O04 UP FOR Tiem
AT TN E FAV oFFicE4̀4ERE suu
GIVE OURSELF A BREAK
INNESTAIS 114 atom*. revamps. sESSMS.E.POINvss9 LOOKING AMERICANSARE 4•4••• 1-14!...,1•61.,et• E•rs4.. LOOKAIG TO THE SUTURE AMP• ev•ihr Fill.SAWNOF DOWN. vA..• WAIT- START yaw:
TOCISY:
Marion Rose left Tuesday
morning for Cincinnati, Ohio to
visit his sisters and to seek em-
ployment.
4
Mrs. Ira Byerley is confined
to her home on the Paducan
highway just out of Benton by
illness.
WHERE ALL THRIFTY HOUSEWIVES SHOP-U-TOTE-EM'S
Field's Ready to Eat
PICNIC HAMS lb. 29c
WEINERS
1 LB. PKG. 39c
Fields Pure
Pork Sausage
1 LB. PKG. 29c
Betty Crocker or Pillsbury — White
CAKE MIX 3 boxes 98c
ECr IHICKEN POT PIE
8 oz. box Birdseye Fresh Frozen 10 oz. boxI
25 STRAWBERRIES 25'
ORANGES
8 lb. bag 49c
Grape Fruit
















NUTS 1  LB.





Save Money on your Turkeys and Hams at both U-TOTE-EM STORES
U-TOTE EM FOOD CENTER




















Buy Now For Christmas
$1.00 SET
Tree Lights







































50c BOX OF 2
LADIES'
Handkerchiefs
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I.:, Bea Young cottor
' shrinkage. Sm7
..cut for perf. • t
r.
- "Casual Charmer" .
-,o.st in all-combed lust
Sizes 10-20 '--
^ gray and bro.,-
ati




















CL 4( DIE IIOULT
278 Lbs. at 61c
616 Lbs. at 65c
286 Lbs. at 65c
86 Lbs. at 64e
FL/N7 MO
184 1-1). at 61c
Lbs. at 66c
486 lbs. at 65c













• Mickey Mouse, S
*
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ITA; lyeN, ODA of Mr. and
lerFatig A. White of Route
Ircovert City is serving aboard
" Atlantic Fleet heavy
 cruiser
going annual overhaul at the
Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Ports-
mouth, Va.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Gregory
of Route 5 were visitors in town
'AE News now under- Tuesday.
-
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Byerley
were visitors in Paducah Mon-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Henson of
Route 5 were visitors in Ben-
ton Tuesday.
























so Wonderful for Christmas Gifts!
Every Bea Young cotton is machine washable with less than 2%
residual shrinkage. Smartly styled with quality details and tailor-
ing... cut for perf,--t fit. Wear the-v rv-avly around the clock and
calendar.
- "Casual Charmer" . . . smart
purhvaist in all-combed lustrous fin-
ish chambray. Sizes 10-20: 141,22V,
Row blue, gray and brown.
"B" - "Cardigan Coat Dress" - Peg
pocket sheath with silk hanky. In
combed tone on tone woven cotton.





Santa will be at the National Store Friday from 5 to 8
p.m. and Saturday from 1 to 5 p.m.
GOOD PRICES
AND
GOOD SERVICE ARE YOURS
AT
FARMERS BURLEY WAREHOUSE
lop price paid Monday, Dec. 3rd, was $66
 - 101,228 pounds
average of $62.50 - Here are some
 of the prices paid to growers
Ibis area:










Total 3590 Lbs. Total Av.
 65c  $ 378.30
  664-  318.12
  66c  269.28
65e  218.40
  65e  297.
70
  66e  223
.08
  66e  249.
48
  65c  231
.40
  65e  163
.80
65.45 Tot. Money $2,349
.56
H. BEARDSLEY, Rt. 2, Wi
ckli f fe
CLAUDIE BOULTON, Barlow
278 Lbs. at 61c
616 Lbs. at 65c
286 Lbs. at 65c
86 Lbs. at 64c
FLINT BRYAN, Kevil, Rt
184 Lbs. at ble
358 Lbs. at 66c
386 Lbs. at 65e
138 Lb... at 62c
86 Lbs. at 50c
D. R. JOHNSON -
414 Lbs. at 64c
342 Lbs. at 65c
300 Lbs. at 64c
116 Lbs. at 60c
70 Lbs. at 60c
. 2 GEORGE T. 
CARPENTER
Wickliffe, Rt. 1
348 Lbs. at 61c
292 Lbs. at 65c
322 Lbs. at 65c
318 Lbs. at 64c
194 Lbs. at 63e
at
SELL WITH US AND BANK 
THE DIFFERENCE













The Christmas cantata "Trou-
ble in Toyland," to be presented
Dec. 14 and 15 at St. Mary's in
Paducah, Is taking on profes-
sional air the final week of re-
hearsals. Curtain time will be
8:15 p.m.
Mrs. Irene Karpetas, former
New York drama teacher who is
r.taging the show, praised the
youthful cast of SrMary's stu-
&tits as being unusually skill-
ed in dramatic art.
"Trouble in Toyland" is one
of those rare productions that
offers as much for adults as for
children. Setting for the play is
Santa's toyland, and the open-
ing scene shows all the Christ-
mas toys getting ready for de-
livery by St. Nick. The toys arc
very happy and everything 1,
proceeding smoothly until "Trou-
ble" suddenly invades toyland.
Included in the cast are such
beloved childhood favorites as
"Jack in the Box" and "Aunt
Dinah" and many beautifully
costumed live "dolls."
Mrs. Hans Beller is in charge
of publicity for the show. Tick-
ets are available in Benton from
Mrs. James Goodman, LA7-480/,
Mrs. Douglas Brinkman LA-7-
6750. or from the office of The ,
Marshall Courier.
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Golden Wedding
Will be Observed
Mr. and Mrs. Evans Rudolph
of Benton Route 6 will celebrate
their golden wedding anniver-
sary with open house at their
home at Sharpe Dec. 23 between
the hours of 2 and 5 p.m. All
friends and relatives are cor-
dially invited to attend.




Two Marsha:I Countians werc
injured last Thursday afternoon
in a head-on automobile crash
on Highway 641 between Almo
and Dexter.
Julan Harrell 33, of Benton,
driver of one Or, and his pas-
senger, Roy L. Nanney, 20, ot
Hardin, were hbrt. Harrell was
hospitalized at Murray. but Nan-
hey was only slightly injured.
The other cat was driven by
James William3, 19, of Dexter
Route 1. With him was James M.
Ramsey, 19, also of Dexter Route
1. Both received first aid treat-
ment at a Murray
Both cars were badly damaged•
married Dec. 20, 1906, at Sharpe
by the late Rev. S. B. Rudolph.
Attendants were: H. H. Lovett,
Mande Rudolph (Mrs. H. H.
Lovett) Benton, A. M. (Jack)
Phelps, Genoa Stratton (Mrs. A.
M. Phelps), San Diego, Mary
Fields Mrs. R. B. Warniel),
Sharpe, and Miss Effie Rudolph,
Sharpe.
Mr. Rudolph, a retired car-
penter„ is the eldest son of thy
inte L. B. and and Josephine
Rudolph. Mrs. Rudolph is the
(:aughter of the late W. R. and
Samanthia Fields. They have
live sons, Robert L. and Rich-
ard C. of Benton; Owen Stilley
of Detroit, Mich.; Edward E. of
the U. S. Navy, Key West, Fla.'
Thomas E. of Paducah Route 4;
10 grandchildren and five great
grandchildren. Mr. and Mrs. Ru-
dolph are 75 and 72 years res-
pectively. They are life long
residents of the Sharpe commu-
nity in Marshall County, having
attended school together there.
Mrs. G. 0. Beale remain; ill
at the Murray Hospital since
suffering a heart attack but is
reported to be improving very
slowly.
Areal team mate to the housewife will be this utility closet-
ecaning cart. This is a unit containing enough space for the
storage of all regular household cleaning utensils but has
the additional feature of the portable cleaning cart whereby






100% Wool Lined One Large Lot
PARKA
Three quarter length gen-





There are values in this
lot to $7.95. Plain colors,
checks, two tones, revers-
ible'. Some Tanker type,
some sport type.
$3.99
Smile at that LOW READING




The finest winter weather
shoe you can get. Rubber
foot to withstand mud




























New, Winter Weight, 
129





































All Rubber Door Mats S





• o d, used. For
Nome, toy chests, $2 OZ








Sizes 8'x9' to O. sq.









24 and 32 Gallon '1"Extra Heavy
"Me






nife, fork, spoon, sow and fish scaler, drew
knife, can and bottle opener, file, screw-






PUP TENTS oirbeigcni! o!Amottk $41 .9.59i.
'5.95 • '1.50 •  












Silverware Trays $ .49
Chrome Towel Racks  1.00
Stainless Turners  .25
Stainless Cook Forks  .25
You Must
See These IRONSTONE GRAVY BOATS, SUGAR BOWLS. 








Black & Decker 1/4" DRILL'eg' '27"
115 Volts-AC or DC-2,000 RP
M-Geared Chuck 40
Slack sold Dicke, hoods th• field. 
Quickly end easily nod to saw, 
19.95
sander, skarponar, mixer, etc. We 
have only 15 it this price A R
eal Gift!
Finest Steel In The World 
Save 4006 On
Imported From Sheffield g 
En land Hunting Knives $249 $595 Drybak Hunting Coats
Solingen, Germany 
to
Arrywksr• or Den Electric Trolling Motors










.5, Heavy Duty °UNITY BO
„• w,r.,

















These fine quality bi
noculars Oft
precision built and hare 
cooled
lenses to reduce reflect
ion ond
glare. All hare individ
ual eye
focus for finer adjustmen
t. Corn-
pletely waterproof and 
dustproof,
each comes with genuine
 leather
plush lined case and stra
ps.
List Special '.'/ re
6.30 $37.95 124,95 
L ecthe!
8.30 $44.50 $27.95 .S,,01-1
7235 $49.9c $29.95 cr'd
7x50 $54.95 $34.95 
Ccse
10.50 $69.95 $39.95




Mrs. Mae English of Route 6
was a shopper in town Tuesday
arid while here subscribed for
tt, Courier.
Mrs. Cecil Reed of this coun-
ty was admitted this week as a
patient at the Riverside Hospi-
tal in Paducah.
ZZZZZZZZZZZ -111.WWW.X1r3RX
l'be Indian gal is right. Send your winter clothes
now and we will get them back to you in plenty of
time for the first frigid days. You'll like the way they
look, too .. . immaculate, of course, but more than
that They actually look and feel like new again
with the original smart drape fully restored. 'And no
embarrassing odor, either! Call us for service today.
TOWNE CLEANERS
"There's None Heuer"
Phone LA7-5854 Benton, Ky.











All sizes and colors
$295 and $.395
largest selection in town
MEN'S SLACKS
100, , Wool, Flannels
and Tweeds
All Shades
by Campus and Master.












Black. Red, Brown, Charcoal
Boys' sizes 14-18
Men's 100' , Virgin Wool
Milium 'Lined JACKETS . . . $11.95
By Campus
America's Biggest Selling Spportswear
red, charcoal ,beige and light grey
LOOKOFSKY'S
131 S. 2nd Paducah, Kentucky
Sharpe P-TA Will
Hold Event in Honor
Of Homer Holland
Approximately 90 persons at-
tended the regular monthly
meeting of the Sharpe Grads
School PTA held Monday even-
ing at the school building. Bro.
Arlle Larimer of the Mt. Moriah
Primitive Baptist Church gave
the devotional. The president,
Terrell Hill, presided.
George Little gave a report
on the investigation of buying
a public address system. After
an open discussion was held,
a motion was made and carried
to have one installed on a trial
basis.
Dorse O'Dell was appointed
chairman of a committee to
plan the program for a "Homer
Holland Commencement Night."
for January 18. Mr. Holland is a
former coach of the old Sharp.
High School and was coach of
the 1938 Sharpe state cham-
pionship' team.
Mrs. Bill Harrington was ap-
pointed chairman of a commit-
tee to investigate school needs
for January. The principal,
Jesse McNutt, expressed thanks
to all who helped recently in the
painting of two classrooms at
the school.
The first grade room with
Mrs. Orr as teacher won the
monthly room award. William
Collier and Bro. Arlie Larimore
won the door prizes. Refresh
ments were served.
Story of Poinsettia
And Ivy Told to the
Benton Home Club
Twenty-seven members of the
Benton Homemakers Club and
four visitors met Tuesday night
with Mrs. Wayne Powell.
Lovely Christmas decorations
throughout the house gave those
present a warm feeling of holi-
day cheer.
Mrs. Barbara McDermott gave
the story of how poinsettias and
ground ivy—both of which were
used in the decorations—were
introduced into our part of the
country.
After a short business session,
games were Played and Christ-
mas carols were sung. Gifts also
were exchanged.
Punch and cookies were serv-
ed as refreshments.
, Holland Rose attended a meet-
ing of school superintendents
' held this week in Frankfort.
Etiquette of Giving
The tradition and joy of giv-
ing gifts are probably as old as
mankind itself. Gifts mark spe-
cial occasions in


















sion call for a
gift? Is it wrapped attractive/71
And many, many more.
Down-to-earth philosophy and
Advice about giving, as well as
helpful ideas on modern-day gifts
are available. One source is a




The new look in cooking atm--
this year is the "square look."
easy-tq-clean stainless steel,
the squarb utensils are being
shown in cake pans, refrigerator
dishes, covered skillets and cov-
ered sauce pans. •
Major advantage of the new
square design is its greater ca-
pacity. The square skillet, for ex-
ample, provides greater cooking
area than the conventional round
;ypo. Six strips of bacon fit easily,
as compared to five in a round
sLillet, where one strip hr.3 to be
cut in half.
Even the smallest size sauce
pan can accommodate a block of
frozen food. Sloping sides permit
food to cook "up the sides of the
p:ir." and make it easier to turn
or to slide food on to a
serving dish. The square construc-
tion permits better use of cooking
or storage area. Also, the corners
act as an ideal pouring spout.
As is the case with all stainless
steel cooking utensils, this new
style is a delight to clean. The
skillet and sauce pans are stain-
less steel outside and inside, with
a solid layer of copper between.
The copper guarantees perfect
heat distribution so your food
never burns. The stainless steel
surface needs no special cleaning
— just soap and water. These
square utensils can also be pur-
chased with copper covering Vie












She Never Has Too Many
SLIPS
and petticoats us downright . .
pretty as ours! They're
all sure-to-please gift winners
lavishly trimmed with





Greet the holidays looking your
loveliest! Choose from our gay
array of the season's smartest
fashions . . . all designed for
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sgALL ARM CHAU'




CHAIR, of good design,
using an interest i n g
modern fabric as cover-
ing.
$59.50
B. UNUSUAL BARR EL
CHAIR . . a "conversa-
tion piece," as you choo-
se it in unusual fabrics
E. BARREL CHAIR . .
large enough to be corn-
fortabie . small enough




so named because it
turns in any direction.
Very smart!
$29.50
• WILL MAKE A FINE
GIFT FOR ANY HOME
Made of no sag Springs, seat and
back . . . . filled with rubberized
hair. Upholstered in elastic Nau-
gahyde Plastic with nylon seat &
back: Washable. Green and red
2 PC. HYING ROOM SUITE
tEG. 23995
DAVEPORT & CHAIR
in fine Foam Rubber
cushions.
• Dozen different colors
• Nylon, Dacron and
Trilicon covers.
• In highest grades made.
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Washington - The Admiral).
tration is making no provision for
a general tax reduction in its
planning for 'the corning year.
' Dan 'Throop Smith, special as-
sistant on tax policy to Secreta-
ry of the Treasury Humphrey,
informed.a House ways - and -
Means subcommittee that as of
now the Government's budget
for the next 12 months has "no
'room" for a tax cut.
"So far as I know now, I see
no basis for a proposal to reduce
any taxes at this time," Smith
Father Of Calvert
Man Dies In Murray
Carl C. Lovett, 76, died Mon-
day in Murray Hospital after an
illness of a year. He was the
father of Ivan Lovett of Calvert
City.
Other survivors include two
other sons and two daughters.
Funeral and burial services
were held in Calloway County.
JOHN SLEDD OFFICIALLY
FILES FOR OFIFCE
John Sledd officially became
the first candidate to file for
the county primary to be held
next May.
Sledd, who has entered the
sheriff's race, filed his declara-
tion papers with the secretary
of state this week.
lier this year to Congressional
action that might reduce federal
tax revenues.
Smith's statement, however,
was the first public indication
that the administration's budget
for the 1958 fiscal year, starting
next July 1, is to be based on
present tax levels.
Smith told the subcommittee
the Government's "total revenue
requirements" for the coming
year would be around $70,000,
000,000. He said this would ap-
pear to rule out changes in the
tax laws "involving a net loss of
revenue."
If Smith's reference to $70,
000,000,000 in new revenue re-
quirements was intended as a
forecast of next year's budget, it
would indicate a substatial in-
crease in federal spending over
this year's budget estimates.
In his budget message to Con-
gress last January, President Ei-
senhower estimated the Gov-
ernment spending for this year
would total $65,900,000t000.
Smith said final budget fig-
ures for the 1957-58 fiscal year
are still being assembled. They
will be submitted to Congress
next month by the President in
his annual budget message.
said.
This statement was not entire- AT MURRAY HOSPITAL
ly unexpected. Treasury spokes- The following Marshall Coun-
men had voiced opposition ear- ty persons were admitted as pa-
tients to Murray Hospital from
Dec. 3 to Dec. 10:
Arthur Inman, Route 4.
Mrs. Franklin Rose, Route 4.
Eddie Defew, 809 Main, Ben-
ton.
Henry Julian tlarrell,„Route 3..
Benton.
Mrs. 011ie Ross, Route 1, Ben-
ton.
Master George Caffeen Jr., 528
Greenhill Drive, Benton.
Miss Janesa Cresson, Morris
Drive, Benton.
Mrs. Harry Smith and baby
boy, 1502 Meple Street, Benton.
CARD OF THANKS
INMAN. We wish to thank our
many friends and neighbors for
their words of sympathy, cards
and the beautiful floral offer-
ings during the sickness and
death of our dear husband and
father. Especially do we wish
to thank Dr. J. R. Miller and
Robert L. Inman. Brother Dway-
ne Franklin, Bro. Marcus Gurley
tor their words of comfort. The
Collier and Peak Funeral Home
for their services and all others
who assisted us in any way. May
the Lord Bless each of them.
The Robert L. Inman Family.
ltc.
this CHRISTMAS... GIVE MUSIC








The revolutionary new Wurlitzer
Piano is Tailor-made for the Thrifty g 25
Family Budget. Full 88-note key- ra




• 2 Manuals and Pedals
• Big Oran Tones
• Never !Needs tobe Tuned





For as little as $25.00
A.-343'4A lag )3A VS.M5%355:53925,33t5A7517,331,2:133w
down and $14.00 a month k
you can own anew piano
from Shackleton's
vm• 6reantanovsmil:tzsztisessestratessr.zstavi
A 2 manual organ with
25 bass pedals and sep-





are more Hammond Organs in home- today









will hold your piano
until Christma,
the things that money c:
buy - - come into your
home with a
STEINWAY
Prices start at $1415
hiEzi feMf ZYSISErftS1141(521:(5:102(041155afifilEVIVISINEOC9:1fla




Come in and hear yourself play a complete se-
lection in half an hour.
• You needn't know a note of music.
• You can play without lessons!
• You can play full organ chords.
• You can play lovely instrumental effect-
SHACKLETON'S
The organ everyone can
play, the Hammond Chord
organ. It's one Christmas
gift you can be sure will




























r.c..,/r LAST It/OP-OSINERE NOT
PA TRiorg; ReeoirrE/A
ACTUACCI: /Vs-RE:
9'" '*/ myshr COMO EAT ONE Or8ELL4MY:5- MINCE P/ES:
4,44-4
TODAY AMER/CANS CAN
ENJOY TVS SAmE A-A8VLOC/5
MINCE/YE-47 WITH /TS 2/
INGRED/ENTS; AT A MERELY
NOMINAL PRICE; READY-TO-USE

















Only $29.7 5 































Glen Reed was honored with a
surprise birthday party given
Saturday evening, Dec. 1, by
Dale Williams at his home in
Brewers.
The center of attraction of the
white-clothed gift table was a
tiered birthday cake, decorated
with white candles set in tiny
pink rosebuds, around which the
gifts were placed.
After the opening of the gifts,
the youngsters gathered in the
basement where the evening
was spent in playing games and
listening to recordings.
Refreshments were served to
the following:
Misses Janet Nall, June John-
son, Brenda Taylor, Carol Tay-
lor, Melna Dean Wyatt, Dinah
Lou Cope, Janice Phelps, Gwen
Crasi, Sue Creason, Janice Slay-
den and Janice Staples.
Messrs. Jackie Mohler, Tommie
Mathis, Clifford Penn, Joe Cope,
Wallace Mohler, Russell Cope,
Donnie Joe Cox, Ronnie Cope,
Sheldon Webb, Charles Cox,
Thurmond Webb and Bill Swit-
zer of Dallas, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Reed, Mr.
and Mrs. Owen Mohler, Mrs.
Paul Creason and daughter Pau-
la Beth, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Dunnirlan, Mrs. R. B. Cope, Mrs.
Robert Cope and son Mark,
Martha Cox, Mr. and Mrs. E. G.













Welker Thema Bob Rummel Parker Ilkeies
'rhree Blue Grass state 4-H Club members wound up a busy year
by taking a trip to Chicago as delegates to the 1966 National 4-H
Club Congress, Nov. 26-39. Superior results in 4-H Boys' Agricultural,
Entomology, and Electric programs, resulted in their being selected
for this distinction.
For best performance in the
4-H Boys' Agricultural program,
Walker Thomas, 17, of Cecelia,
was named state winner. In addi-
tion to gaining a broader knowl-
edge of agricultural practices, he
instills in others a pride and re-
spect for agriculture.
Throughout his eight years in
4 II Work, Walker worked on agri-
cultural projects, including beef,
sheep, swine, breeding stock,
tractor, tobacco and corn. He
g ve contour plowing demonstra-
t ons, judged livestock individu-
ly and with a teammate, and
e tered live different kinds of
a owmanship contests, winning
any awards.
Walker was elected state 4-H
lub president this year and
c unty council president twice.
is local Club leader is Mrs.
ilma Jenkins.
Donor of his trip is Interna-
tional Harvester, which has sup-
ported 4-H work for more than
years.
Bob Rummel, 14, of La Grange
t only finds the study of insects
scinating, but realizes the vital
le they play in the health,
ealth, and happiness of man.
His outstanding record in 4-H
Entomology was judged best in
..--tate, and for this the Her-
ules Powder Co. paid his Club
congress trip expenses. -
I Bob received a blue ribbon at
the county fair on insects, and
later gave a demonstration, "how
to Collect Insects." He also made
a net, a killing jar, and a mouni
for bugs, for which be received a
blue ribbon. He collected 163 in-
sects, and entered many in the
state fair competition. They
earned a blue award.
In 1955 Bob was president of
his local Club, led by Alto*
Fleener.
With 94 per cent of all farms
electrified, the 4-11 Electric pro-
gram is increasingly important
to rural youth such as Parker
Blevins, 16, of Monticello. A
4-H'er for six years, outstanding
ability brought him county cham-
pionship and state honors.
Working with his brother as a
team, and individually, Parker
gave many demonstrations in-
cluding one on a pig brooder, two
on a hot bed, and on an electric
fence. He has earned a total of
54 blue ribbons and many otter
awards.
Miss Flora Merger, his local
4-H leader, depend e upon Parker
for leadership — Since he was
president of his club four times
Westinghouse Educational Four.
dation, which has Supported
4-11 Electric program for 21 p.m.
provided Parker's Congress trio
These programs are conducted
under the direction of the Cy















e Marshall County 4-H
cil will hold its regular
hly meeting at Brewers
1 on Monday night, Dec.
t 6:30. There will be a pot-
supper.
ost of you know I am
ling a cabin on the lake. I
to be in it before Christ-
I would like to share it
you, and plan to have open
e three days, Friday, Satur-
and Sunday, Dec. 21, 22 and
23. I am having it for three days
so that everyone can come at
the time most convenient for
the family. I will be so glad to
see you if you possibly can
come. If the weather is. bad, I
would suggest coming by Briens-
burg and Bethel Church and
then Lakeview Club.
There will be an upholstery
workshop on Monday, Dec. 17,
beginning at 9 a.m. at my place
on the lake. If you have chairs
that you would like to work on,
The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, Deeendser 13,
bring them with you, or I will
have three chairs in different
stages that you can work on.
We will have a potluck meal at
noon.
Get the bulletin, "Hog Killing"
from the Extension Office. It,
has a very good sausage recipe.
PERSONALS
Mrs. Owen Dawes and family
of Calvert City Route 2 were
Saturday visitors in town.
John Thomas Johnson of
Sharpe was in town Friday on
business and while here renew-
ed his subscription to the Mar-
shall Courier.
Mr. and Mrs. Goebel Lamb of
Route 6 were shoppers
ton Friday.
J. A. McCain of Route
business visitor in Bent
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford
ler of Route 7 were sh
Benton Saturday.
Mrs. Lalah Starks
Oda Black were shoppe
ducah Tuesday.
PRE - CHRISTMAS SAL
FRI. — SAT. — MON.






All New Fall Styles
An ideal Christmas Gift
For the person of
your choice. Only 250















Give a new suite this Xmas
A gift the Whole family















































RHODES - BURFORD Co.









top and bright in the tin,
of Christmas! Tols that
that talk • toys that teach
d0 things! Toss to 11
)4611tIan 811g-•7:8n- Chriasntndial:Intrtene' -
ie-re" the toys that dreams are
and now • - in toyland.
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crouch of Route 4
r us Benton 
dur-
veekend.





Farm Bureau Has Meeting
Twenty Kentucky county farm The Kentuckians were recog-ieaders were honored at the 38th
annual convention of the Ameri-
can Farm Bureau Federation inMiami December 9.
ISIMAS
INSV
nized during a special session ot
the convention for their achie-
vements in their home counties.










The Whole Family Will Enjoy -
• Chrome Dinette Sets
• Chairs of All Kinds
• Living Room Suites
• Bed Room Suites
• Baby Furniture






In Fact Santa Himself





0 SHOP FOR TFIEM!
large and bright in the tiny
drItanis of Christmas! Toys that
'lays that talk - toys that teach
that do things! Toys to put
'a Noung eyes - and laughter
}warts - • • on Christmas morn-
' all the toys that dreams are
°I here and now - - in toyland.




serve' on Om AllSouthern Hospi-
tality COmmittee as official
hosts to Farm Bureau members
from other sections of the coun-
try.
Selection was basea on the ac-
tivity of each person in helping
their county to gain in Farm
Bureau membership during 1956,
said John W. Koon, executive
secretary of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau He added that their work
had helped to keep Kentucky
in fourth' place among state
Farm Bureaus.
All five ,or Kentucky's staif
fieldmen and I. S. Wood, direc-
tor of organization, were also
honored because the district
aid the state memberships in-
roased Kentucky had a gain
of 1,407 members and led the
s.,utli in membership for the se-
cond consecutive _ year with
76, 792. The state has led the
South fou out of the last five
[ years.
County rm Bureau leaders
who were honored were:
Miss Lo Ella More, secretary-
treasurer f the Ballard Farin
Bureau; ckham Shields, pre-
sident of he Boone Farm Bu-
reau; Leo Chambers, vice presi-
dent of t Calloway Farm Bu-
reau; J. B Haynes, president of
.the Carlis Farm Bureau; John
Jenks, me ber Fayette Farm
Bureau; L. M. Hanson, president
of Grayso Farm Bureau; A. E.
Harned, p esident, Hardin Farm
Bureau; rs. Hubert F. Shelton,
member art Farm Bureau;
Houston s Inger, president of
Henderson Farm Bureau; Will-
iam L. y, president of Jef-
ferson Fa Bureau; Ralph Ar-
rington. ember ,of Lawrence
Farm Bur au; Charles Schnitz-
ler, presid nt of Lincoln Farm
Bureau; silie J. Arnett, presi-
dent of M gof fin Farm Bureau;
Raymond Powell, president of
Marshall rm Bureau; Estell
Steele, vic president of Morgan
Farm Bur au; R. M. Mathias,
president f Muhlenberk Farm
Bureau; rent Norfleet, direc-
tor of Pu aski Farm Bureau;




first and second district; Em-
mett • :sdon, Munfordville,
[third and ourth districts; James
1Cox, Harr • sburg, fifth and six-
th distric ; Henry Brown, Brod-
head, sev nth and eighth dis-
tricts; an'. Roy Nickell, West
[Liberty, n nth and tenth dis-
tricts.
A citati n was presented to
' these peo.le for their Work and
they were treated to a three-
hour spec al boat trip. They
were also honored at a special
banquet.
Approxi ately 160 attended
the conve tion. It was held Dec-
ember 9- 3.
THE M RSHALL COURIER
Published Thursday of each
week at 908 East 11th Street,
Benton, Ky. Entered as second
class matter May 30, 1937, at
the postoffice at Benton, Ky
Under the Act of March 3, 1879.,
Subscription Rates — $1 per I
year in Marshall County; $2 per;
year in Jacksons Purchase and
and $3 per year outside of the
Purchase and Kentucky.
Woodson Cross and Marshall
Wyatt, Publishers.
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HERE'S HOW . . .
A 'tardy, weatherproof house
for the family pet is built with
a removable top to facilitate
cleaning and airing.
Three 2 by 4-inch sills,
treated with preservative,
raise the floor above the
ground. The rest of the lum-
ber is 1-inch stock.
Note that the lower back
board is 6 inches wide, so that
U aft ufwaw akellsewirs Assialases
MAKE A DOG HOUSE
the joints at the back corners
are staggered. This eliminates
cleats or framing.
The removable top is made
as shown, with interior cleats
to hold it snugly in place.
Building paper and shingles
are added to the roof. The
house may be finished to match
the garage or dwelling.




Mr. and Mrs. Harry Harrell
of Calvert city held a going-a-
way dinner for their oldest son.
Jimmy, who left Monday for the
Army.
A delightful dinner was serv-
ed to the following guests:
Messrs and Mesdames Albert
Harrell, Wayne and Judy; Geor-
ge Lamb and Cherry; R. C.
Smith, Larry and James; Paul
Campbell; Fred Dees and John-
ny Less.
Mrs. Elsa Dees and mother,
Annie Butler, Mrs. J. J. Harrell,
Mrs. Sampson Dees, Mrs. Caro-
line Colley, Miss Shirley Wright,
Anita Harrell.
Messrs Jule Egner, John Walk-
er. John Harrell, and Mike Har-
rell.
Jimmy Harrell called his fam-
ily Tuesday night and reported
he was sent to Ft. Knox, Ky.
Mrs. Herman Coursey has r3-
eeived word that her cousin,
Rudy Johnson of Tulsa, Okla„
died last week. Mr. Johnson was
formerly of Livingston County.
Mrs. Edna Dees visited Mr.
Will Doyle who is ill at his home
in Livingston county. Mr. Dees
has been in the hospital.
Mrs. Jack Davis Has
Surprise Birthday Party
Mrs. Jack Davis, assisted in
her planning and preparation by
Mrs. Coleman Hawkins and Mrs.
Rex Cullop, gave a surprise
birthday dinner on Friday, Dec.
7, for her husband, Jack, anJ
her neighbor, Mary Ann Whit-
taker, whose birthdays occurred
MRS. RICHARD PHELPS
HONORS HER DAUGHTER
Mrs. Richard Phelps of Cal-
vert Heights honored her daugh-
ter, Erma Sue, on her 8th birth-
day with a party at the Phelps
home.
Games were played and re-
freshments were served to:
Randy Oakley, Nancy Sowell,
Nancy Goheen, Stephen Girth,
Belinda Dowell, Beth Matheny,
Grace Lynn Lofton, Johnny
Powell, Eddie McIntyre, Linda
Brysoii, David Wilson, Eugene
and Alice Kay O'Daniel, Roy
and Valerie Phelps.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Moore
and children of Calvert City
spent Sunday with Mr. Moore's
mother, Mrs. Nola Moore ef
Route 1.
within the same week.
A three-tiered birthday cake,
frosted in white with decora-
tions of pink and blue and in-
icribed "Happy Birthday Mary
Ann and Jack"(This was the
work of Mrs. Jack Davis and
Mrs. Rex Cullopi was the center-
piece of a lovely buffet dinner
consisted of sliced ham, fried
chicken, potato salad, relishes,
baked beans, hot rolls, ice cream
and cake.
Both honer guests received
several nice and useful gifts.
Afterwards there were three ta-
bles of progressive games.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Husherm, Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Rendleinan, Mickey and
Shiltry, Mr. and Mrs. John
Whittaker and Ronnie, Mr. and
Mrs. Coleman Hawkins and
Tim, 14r. arid Mrs. Rex Cullop
and Karen Sue, and the Davis
family, Sue Jack, Ronnie and
Donna.
From the expression on the
faces of the honor guests when
greeted with a loud "Happy
Birthday"—it was truly a sur-
prise party and a good time was
had by all.





Rev. and Mrs. E. M. McCor-
mick held open house for their
congregation and friends in the
McCormick home.
The house was beautifully
decora'ed with Christmas decor-
ations. A large picture in a gold
frame of Santa and gay colored
packages hung over the piano.
Hanging from the chandelier
were white snowballs with all
colored beads wrapped around
them.
The table was overlaid with a
green cotton cloth with the
same color net cloth over it,
and large white candles tapered
with small candles were the
centerpiece.
Punch and decorative cookies
were served by Mrs. James Kun-
neke and Mrs. R. I. Cocke.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Course!,
and children and Mr and Mrs.
Tommy Smith, all of Calvert
City, visited Mr. Smith's father,
Jake Smith, who is ill on Ben-
ton Route 1.
By Mrs. Pauline Beard, Correspondent
GLEANERS CLASS WILL
MEET WITH MRS. CANN
The Gleaners Class of the
First Baptist Church of Calvert
City will meet Friday evening,
Dec. 14, in the home of Mrs.
Bailie Cann. A covered dish
ner will be served. A social pro-
gram and the exchanging of
gifts will follow the dinner. All
members are urged to come and
bring a friend.
ARTS CLUB MEETS
A work group of the Calivert
City Arts and Crafts Club met
Monday evening in the home of
the president, Mrs. Charles Cor-
don, to make Christmas decora-
tions. The club will have its
Christmas party Monday even-
ing, Dec. 18, at the home of Mrs.
Gene Evans and exchange gifts.
Mrs. Lois Eichlen of Easton,
Pa., is visiting with friends, Mr.
and Mrs. John P. Matheny of
Calvert Heights. Mrs. Eichlen is
formerly of Calvert City. .
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Capps have
moved to Calvert City into the
Martin Powell house.
1COME IN AND REGISTER FOR...




To Be Given Away Dec. 24th — Nothing To Buy — J ust Register at
• FREE MEN'S WATCH
Rogers' Jewelery Store — You Do Not
Have To Be Present To Win. Come In Today.










You name it ... we've got
the style you want! And
each is priced at the some
low, low $29.88 price. Each
is fully guaranteed for a
full year by Rogers. Don't
delay come in today for the

















Mrs. Orville Taylortess to the MethodistSociety of Christian
her home Monday at
The program for
covered the work cf twith and for her cover the world. Mrs.
son led the discussion,Bob McWaters, Mrs.
Werner and Mrs. H.Sr. assisting. Mrs. .
ley offered an insp
tional.
A small lighted Chrwith an offering bo
was near the doorwa
ings to a special fur
been set up by tht ,210
After the busines1!Mrs. Taylor served
cookies, coffee and
Those in atter. ricessr< ,Mesdames Darrisor: ert. '''''car Shemwell, Alt, •
Warde Dappert, K. - 1B. A. Walker, liar' C
Alice Thompson, W. am
U,aul Darnall, Marc.
H. Lovett Jr., Ivory; A
Lovett Sr., Bob McW
Holland, George Lo
Rrown, and the h
Orville Taylor.
Mrs. Estil Sewell,
week in Paducah we











or Route I 
was a
Mrs. Anita Barre: so(
ter Judy, Sherry L. o
Sampson Dees wel, vt Slippers is a vt:
Benton Sunday aft( ma alany to- select from.
a l 
u.1 for her.My Neigh
"Please, Manny
there and fight! La
people have to pay
fiscatory surtaxes, t
1%ew Square Loo
c '12 or Pots an
—WOE
The new look in c
r this year is the "s
in easy-to-clean s
the square utensils
rh- in cake pans,
covered skille
ered sauce pans. .
Major advantage
square design is its
m•c:ty. The square sk
ample, provides grea
area than the conven
ype. Six strips of bac
as compared to fire





food to cook "up the
pan" and make it e
eggs or to slide f
F! ruing dish. The squ
t. ca permits better us
or storage area. Also,
act as an ideal Pol.ln
As is the case with
steel cooking utensil
rtyle is a delight to
ckillet and sauce Pa
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A solid layer of cop
The copper guaran
heat distribution 150
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Is of the county
tther, Mrs. Roy
3arnett of Route 5
,opper in Benton 
during
. west of Route 1 was a
business visitor in Benton Sat-
urday.
Amos York of Route 4 was in
town trading Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Jones
of Route 1 were Saturday visitors
in Benton.
Ambrose Henson of Route 1
was a business visitor in Benton
Saturday.
AG& of Slippers i. al% welcome and we
iste Many to select front. Beautifull% Gift Wrap-
itt8t for her;
By J. HOMER MILLER
All 4-H Clubs have been or-
ganized in the county, with a
total enrollment of over 709.
These boys and girls will be
1:arning by doing. The things
they learn now can be invalua-
ble in later life.
Tobacco prices continue to in-
,crease. Get your tobacco on the
market as soon as possible. The
prices could decline after Christ-
mas.
Farm machinery should be
checked before storing for the
winter. It is not necessary to do
repairs now. Make a list or tag
needed parts. Repairs should be
made before spring.
Store tobacco stalks in the
dry or spread them on pasture
r ' s ew • ys rain
YES! Gifts for Him — Gifts for Her — Home Gifts Too






ilke famous "Shop.Sinith.'' He'll en-
• them all. Select front our Com-
•tock.
Fire Place Fixtures
Will Make a Lovely Gift







HARDWARE - PAINTS - 
WALLPAPER
212 Broadway Paducah, 
Ky. Dial 3-1749
Beautiful double dresser, roomy chest
quality construction features throughout
Reg. 179.99
Individual Room Groups may
be purchased if desired.
5-Pc. DINETTE GROUP
Plus 53-Pc. Set Dinnerware
• Tab
• 4 M telling Chairs
• 53 Iiece Set of Dishes
Handsome chrome: dinette no-mar table and 4 corn-
fortáble chairs; clish set is pretty enough for any
occasion
7—PC. LIVING ROOM GROUP
Here's what you get:
• 2-Pc. SofaBed Suite • Two End Tables and 
Matching Cocktail Table
• 2 Table Lamps
.Luxurious sofa (which makes into comfortable bed) and matching
lounge chair upholstered in decorator fabric. Mahogany 
finish
tables. Plus attractive table lamps.
5—PC. BEDROOM GROUP
Here's What You Get:
• Bed, Chest, Dresser, Inner spring Mattress • Coil Spring
bookcase bed. Top
To You - - - With the Purchase of the
3-Room Group-
36" Divided 4-Burner
Yes, this gas range is yours absolutely free when you
purchase the complete 3 room group of furniture. This
fine gas range has many deluxe features including the
SEE-THRU oven window.
the stalks. Their value
reduced more than half
ery short time. Tobacco
are valuable—treat them
Yot will be putting up Christ-
mas rees in a few days. This
incre ses fire danger. Take every
Fafet precaution. Get a fresh
tree, keep ,water in the stand








FROM HOME, WE GOT
TATE FARM SERVICE
U NEVER FORGET!"









STATE FARM INS. CO.
Phone LA 7-3081 Renton
11111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111
Mrs. Rudy Beard of Calvert ' Wesley Hlot of Hardin was a Reed Heath of Benton Route II
City was a visitor In Evansville, business visitor In Benton Thee- 4 is a patient at the Hospital in I



























with exclusive double-stretch hose
It clears, twice the area of any
other cleaner, without moving!
Hose stretches twice its length,
yet takes no more storage space!
Just a foot in diameter from
swivel top to easy-glide base'
World's most powerful cleaner
-gets more dirt with less
',coping wand!












. .Extra nice 2-bedroom home,
nice large living room, modern
kitchen, nice bath, also a store
building with all stock and fix-
tures. This is an extra good lo-
cation on Highway 68, one and
one-half miles West of Palma.
Price $9,500.
One 9-room home, 30 acres of
land with several hundred feet
of road frontage, located on
Highway 641 just out of the









cally new. 5 and one-half
good level land. Located
ff highway 641 near So.
all High School. Price for
sale $6,500.
5-r4om house anti bath locat-
ed oi West 8th Street in Ben-
ton. Price of this is $4,750.
7-room house. 2 acres of land,
with garage and barns. It has a
good well with water in the
hous Located half mile from
Brien burg on Highway 68. The
price is $6,500.










located on Highway 68 Reward.mile east of Briensburg.
of this is $3,250.
acre farm, 2 modern 5
houses, 2 good stock
barns, 2 good tobacco
all other outbuildings ex-
ood, 4 springs, plenty of
argc well water. 150
acres in cultivation, practically
all god bottom land. The pas-
ture I nd is well fenced. Located
10 miles west of Benton, on a
good gravel road, school bus and
mail route. Price $16,500.
Two houses and 2 acres of
land, located on south side of
railroad in Elva, 22 1-2 acres of
good bottom land on North side
railroad. All of this for $3,000.
With $800.00 down and the rest
monthly payments.
Nice new 3-room house, 18
acres of land. 1 Avery tractor
with equipment, 39 model Chev-
iolet truck. Located just off of
Highway 68, 2 1-2 miles west of
Palma. All of this for $2,750
Also with terms.
Excellent business opportuni-
ty - nice 3 bedroom home, mod-
ern in every way, Superette gro-
cery with modern meat coun-
ters, well equipped. This grocery
is doing excellent business. Nine
•-icres of land. Located at the in-
tersection of Highway 80 and
Kirksey Highway. Priced reas-
onable for quick sale.
FOR SALE - One 2
cle in perfect co
good used Bendix w
pie bed, springs and
lephone LA 7-3061.
ge.
3-room house, screened in
back porch. Approximately two
acres of land. Located on the
Briensburg and Tatumsville
road, near Tatuinsville. You
can't afford to pay rent when
you can buy a place like this.
Price $1,950.
5-room house, approximately
10 acres of land, located three
miles east of Briensburg. Price
$6,500.
3-room house, 25 acres of
land, approximately 5 acres of
good timber. Located 1 mile east
of Olive, near Kentucky Lake.
Price $1,850 and move in!
FURNITURE SALE
Living room suite, like new.
Electric cook stove. Odd tables.
Warm Morning heating stove. •
Baby bed and chair. Good used I
mattresses. See Homer Lucas,
1407 Poplar Street, or phone
LA7-7552. 30p
Father of County
Woman Dies at His
Home in Calloway
J. R. Newton of Calloway
County died Nov. 20 after a two
months illness.
Funeral and burial services
were held on Thanksgiving Day
at Bethel Baptist Church in
this county.
He was a former resident of
Marshall County.
He is survived by three daugh-
ters, Mrs. Raymond Turner of
Route 4 and Mrs. Alva Skillion
of Route 7 and Mrs. Beulah
Hamilton of Calloway County.
LOST - 8 monts old dog, half
Spitz and half cocker. Buff coi-
or, answers to names of Butch.
Finder please notify Maune
Kingcade LA 7-404i or see on








FOR SALE - Good used gas
range for sale in good condition.
Cheap. See W. W. Jelce or phone
FO 2-9238 30c
FOR SALE - 1-2 acre of ground
in Lyon County, on gd gravel
road about 1-2 mile from high-
way 451. Inquire at W. W. Joyce
grocery or phone FO 2-9238. 30c
FOR RENT - 4-room house. See
W. W. Joyce or Phone FO 2-9238.
30c j
NOTICE
Notice is herby given that Mar- j
,that N. Holland, Master Corn-1
missioner, will, on January 2nd, •
1957, at the hour of 10:00 A. Si. !
o'clock, in the office pf the Mar-
!shall Circuit Court Clerk, accept
any claims against the estate of
Genie W. Fields, deceased. Any
parties holding claims against
this estate may file them on oi
before the date of said hearin2,
or be forever barred.]




The Gilbertsville grade school
will honor the Gilbertsville PTA
at a supper Thursday, Dec. 13,
at 6 p.m. at the school. All par-
ents and their families are in-
vited.
Following the supper, the PTA
will hold its regular monthly
meeting. The prgram commit-
tee has arranged a program for
the evening.
Mrs. Ethel Ivey of Kirksey
was admitted this week as a
patient to the Riverside Hospi-
tal in Paducah.
Mrs. Amos Pace is visiting re-
latives in Nashville, Term. Courier Classifieds Pa
My Neighb
"Hey, Mom! You




in all colors  $17.
Mouton Short Jackets
specially priced at 
Banlon and Lambs Wool Sweat





Slippers  $2.98 and
$8.95 to $
GIFTS FOR HIM
Lambs Wool Sweaters in the new shades $8
Dacron Sweaters for men or boys  $3.95 to $5
Arrow White Shirts in all styles  3.95
Curlee Top Coats $29.95 and $34
Two Pant g all wool Flannel Su its  $39.
Hickok Belts, Tie Pins and Cuff Links  $1.50
Benton
L.or{o oviktaheo, gour kome
HIDE - A -BEDS
With Reversible Innerspring Mattress
Reg. 199.50 Val. . . Only $
1495°
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m kes toast light,
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%.11.ANE Cedar Chest
OHL 49,9
MAHOGANY DESKS  •
Modern limed oak - plastic
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services were held at
methodist Church last
aftoon for Arthur





„thee• were conducted by
a. sL. Dotson and the
Hodges. Burial, by





:v ed by his wife, Mrs.
two daughters, Mrs.
is of Murray and Mrs.
, f Sanders; one son,
$ed
Benton The Best
• Town in Ky. •
By A Dam Site
Volume XX
v 47ittlitai 'PIO
Irsi • tan& .000 -Ur moraaiiiiimattai.roilowdeinbOr27, 2Y09
Z;be Mar:tart Tottrier
Western Kentu
Paid Circulation Sells — That Is The
Rind This Newspaper Offers Customers
Buis Inman of Arlington, Va.;
three brothers, Wilson and Da-
vid Inman of aPris, Tenn.; nine
grandchildren and five great-
grandchildren.
Mrs. Beatrice Downing of Ben-
ton, who became very ill Satur-
day, was carried late that after-
noon to the home of her son,
Henry B. Newton in Calvert
City.
0,c)5
. 03.95 to S5
  ....... 3.95 up
















1-1 I T E DOT.
SN*QKEL® PEE
Precision-crafted for
years of writing pleasure.
• clean-filling only the retract-
able tube touches ink
. hand-ground 14K gold pain'
in custom fitted styles














lewd for fastidious wardrobes ond gitt *vino -
°Pogue Nylon tricot with borders of clonbind
*lion net embroidered in finest detail.
$2.98
Largest Weekly Newspaper — Benton and Marshall County's Home Newspaper
Build Marshall
• County And It •
Will Build You
Benton, Kentucky, December 13, 19.56 Firs( In Circulation, First In Advertising




Robert Lee (Bob) Inman, a
widely Known retired farmer of
this county, died at 9:30 o'clock
last Thursday night at his home
on Benton Route 4.
He was 82 years of age, and
was a long-time member of the
Pleasant Hope Baptist Church.
Funeral services were held
last Saturday afternoon at the
Collier and Peak Funeral Home.
with the Revs. L. V. Henson and
Wayne Franklin officiating. Bur-
ial was in Price Cemetery.
Grandsons served as pallbear-
ers.
Mr. Inman is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Nina Inman; three
sons, Elbert and L. E. Of Route 4
and Joe Inman of Calvert City
Route 2; two daughters, Mrs.
Lona Carnley of Benton and
Mrs. Lena Byrd of Benton Route






San Bra Milton Meter, Wactealle, Pa.
Half-alive, headachy, when constipa-
tion sours stomach? Black-Draught*
relieves constipation overnight. Helps
sweeten sour stomach too. No harsh
griping. Made from pure vegetable
herbe. Brings thorough but gentle
relief in morning. Life looks sunny
again? Get Black-Draught today.
'in Powder or Granulated fors. . sad
now in new, easy-to-take Tablets, tool
CHILDREN: When constipation sours
children's digestion, get Syrup of Black.
Draught. They love its boney-sweet taste.
Cereal Apples-on-a-Stick
Big, ripe apples dipped in syru and covered generously will
honey-flavored wheat cereal make i triguing, tasty place-cards fo:
a children's party. Place a woods skewer in each apple. Then
stand the stick in a small flower frog holder. Tie a ribbon
how on the stick and place a nam card in the fro ; hel,:er for s
gala dot:hie-ditty Fatty favor.
CEREAL
6 thedii.m sized apples
6 wooden skew ers
4 cups honey flavor
Wash and dry apples. Insert wo
,ccreal in large bowl. Mix syrup an
Stir over heat until sugar is dissolv
. candy thermometer registers 2700
dropped in cold Water forms a ha
in large bowl. Dip apples quickly





n.,skewer in each td
sugar in small deep sauc can.
d. Cook, without stirring. until
. or small amount of mixturr
ball. Meanwhile. put cereal
in hot syrup, twirling to coat
l'ool. Makss 6 cereal
Burial is Held for
Mrs. Martha Culp in
Provine Cemetery
Funeral services. were held on
Sunday afternoon at the Fil-
beck-Cann Chapel for Mrs. Mar-
that Culp, 91, formerly of the
Gilbertsville section.
Mrs. Culp died last Saturday
at the home of a daughter, Mrs.
S. F. Fuller of West Paducah
Route 2, where she had made her
home for some time.
Rev. L. V. Henson conducted
the funeral rites and burial was
held in the Provine Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Louis O'Daniel,
Charles Collins, George Allen, C
and Garland Milburn and Gene h -Dowdy.
Mrs. Culp is survived by an-
other daughter, Mrs. J. L. Dow-
dy of Kevil Route 2; three son,.
Ernest and Grover Johnson ot
Gilbertsville and Rouy Culp of
LaCenter Route 1; a stepson,
Byrd Culp of Paducah; a sister,
Mrs. Willie Culp of Flint, Mich.'
anti a brother, Wes Johnson of
Mrs. Dora Fields is visiting in
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
.1. H. Croley and family in De-
troit.
Mrs. Etta Hunt was confined
to her home by illness last week.
ristmas Lighting
iontest s Scheduled
The Benton Senior Woman's
Club has launched its annual
Christmas lighting contest.
The lightning contest is con-
fined to homes and lawns inside
the city limits of Benton.
Each year, the club presen!s
cash prizes to the three homes
judged to have the most attrac-
tive Christmas decorations. Finit
prize is $25, second is $15 and
third is $10.
Citizens of Benton are urged
to go "all out" this Christmas in
decorating their homes ana
lawns.
Judging will take place on
the night of Dec. 23 between
the hours of 3:30 and 10 o'clock.
The winners will be announc-
ed immediately and the prize,
will make nice Christmas pres-
ents for the three families who
put up the most attractive dec-
orations.
Suscribe to the Courier.
Oscar Nochlin Co
give her a gift of fashion






half-slip shot looks twice its price: Nylon tricot
suavely hemmed in a double portion of Nylon net,
ever so finely embroidered. fr
$3.98
247
appli 1 LSI:Feat ..
gives you o half-slip trim enough for tailorei.i
and &urted enough for dress-up, of opaque
Nylon tricot, generously hemmed and inserted in







That all-important first impression takes on
new beauty... new assurance when you start
your figuring with Skippies. For Skippics
slims and smoothes with a gentle touch.
Shown here, a perfect example, Skippies
Pantie No. 815 in easy-care white Nylon
elastic with tummy-trimming front panel.
(Also available as Girdle No. 915.) Sizes
S. M. L. Come in, be fitted, today.
$500
Shown with "Life Romance" Bra No. 300 in




Nylon tricot slip that's bringing "oo's" and "oh's"
bears such a modest price tog yet blends beautifully
constructed fit, delicate froths of Nylon chiffon
(lined at bodice and billowing at hem) and rows of
unique rosepoint-potterned lace into a
menterniere of •IprInnea
$4.98











Funeral services were held on
Sunday afternoon at the Flint
Baptist Church in Calloway
County for Mack Brittain, 83, of
Murray Route 3.
The Revs. Otis Jones and
Lloyd Wilson officiated and bur-
ial, by Linn, was in the Murray
Cemetery.




wife, Mrs. Ellen Brittain; two
sons, Otis of LaCenter and Ray-
mond Brittain of Murray Route
2, and five grandchildren.
Bob Arnold. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Arnold of Calvert
City, has been 111 of pneumonia
at the United States Naval Hos-
pital, Beauford, S. C.
Mrs. R. L. Putteet left last
week for St. Mary's, West Va.,
to be with her daughter Mrs. E.
W. Prince, and family for about
two weeks. Mr. Putteet planned
to go this week.
THEATRE
3 Shows Daily — Monday thru Friday —3:90-7:00.9:0
Sunday — 1:30-3:30-7:00-9:00
Saturday — 12:00 Noon 'TB 10:00 Midnight
TODAY — Dec. 13-14 — FRIDAY
Feature Starts 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:20
JUDY H.OLLIDAY
' • Cartoon: One Froggy Night
SATURDAY ONLY — Dec. 15 — BIG DOUBLE FEATURE Program
Continuous Showing from 12:00 Noon
PAVE 'SEE' DURYEA
Musical Featurette: Tennessee Plow Boy
SUNDAY, Dec. 16 - 17 — MONDAY
Sunday eFature Starts 1:50 - 3:45 - 7:20 - 9:15
Monday Feature Starts 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:15
CINErvmScOPE
Terry Toon Cartoon: Flying Cups and Saucers
Tues., Dec. 18-19 — Wed. Starts Thursday, Dec. 20












A meeting was held last Tues-
day to develop the 1957 Agricul-
tural conservation program for
Marshall County. Everett Treas
Joe Cathey and Renloe Rudolph,
members of the ASC Committee;
Raymond Hogue, FHA; Herbert
Anderson, SCS; Homer Miller,
county agent; and several mem-
bers of the ASC community
committees were present for the
meeting.
The ACP is the federal pro-
gram through which farmers re-
ceive payment for carrying out
toil conservation measures on
their farms.For 1957, the pay-
ment on many practices will din
as high as 80 percent of the-eost
of establishment.
Roy Boyd. Benton, has con
pleted an open drainage dile'
on his farm in Clarks Rivei
bottom north of Benton.
Several ponds for livestock
water have been dug in the
last two weeks: Dalton Cross,
east of Fairdealing; Charlie
Burd, W. L. Hooper and Hayes
Albritton, Benton; Howard L.
Rose, Brewers: Jessie Barker
Elva; Dr. L. E. Smith, Calve:
City; Olvin Fisk, Oak Level: '
L Allcock, south of Gilbert,
ville; and Joe Lofton, Possum
Trot.
These farmers are cooperators
Netv Square Look
For Pots'and RItic
The new look in cooking uten-
sils this year is the "square look."
in easy-to-clean stainless steel,
the square utensils are being
shown in cake pans, refrigerator
dishes, covered skillets and cov-
ered sauce pans.
Major advantage of the new
square design is its greater ca-
pacity. The square skillet, for ex-
ample, provides greater cooking
area than the conventional round
Ty pe . Six strips of bacon fit easily.
as compared to five in a round
sk;Ilit, where one strip IL ; to be
cut in half.
II/Even the smallest size sauce
pan can accommodate a block of
frozen food. Sloping sides permit
food to cook "up the sides of the
pan" and make it easier to turn
eggs or to slide food on to a
serving dish. The square construc-
tion permits better use of cooking
or storage area. Also, the corners
act as an ideal pouring spout.
As is the case with all stainless
steel cooking utensils, this new
style is a delight to clean. The
skillet and sauce pans are stain-
less steel outside and inside, with
solid layer of copper between.
The copper guarantees perfect
heat distribution so your food
never burns. The' stainless steel
surface needs no special cleaning
— just soap and water. These
square utensils can also be pur-
chased with copper covering the
entire outside area with stainlnss
steel inside.
AIR-CURED TOBACCO
For the Next Big Sale
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14
The record shows thai you get higher prices for your tobacco on
the MURRAY TOBACCO MARKET. The Murray Market offers
the best unloading facilities in the area. There is always plenty of
room, with no crowding.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Let the Record Speak for Itself
Higher Prices Year After Year
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
SELL YOUR TOBACCO ON THE
MURRAY TOBACCO MARKET
ponds.
Do you have some land you
have been planning on planting
in trees? Place your order for
ot the Marshall County Soil planting stodk now while the
.7upply is plentiful.Conservation Serviee which pro-
vided the technical help in lay-
out and construction of these Courier Classifieds Pay
Mrs. Richard Tapp of Calvert
City Route 2 entered the Bap-
tist Hospital in Paducah last
week for treatment.
Mrs. R. E. Foust left la-st week
for Detroit to visit her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Donald Sheppard, and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Walker and
Mrs. Willie Glosson of Route 5
were Saturday shoppers in town.
Floyd Cole of Paducah visited
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Cole here Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett E. Hen-
son of Route 4 were shoppers in
MAKE BELK-SETTLE CO. YOUR COMPLETE CHRISTMAS
Gift Shopping Headquarters
COMPLETE LINE OF TOYS FOR THE CHILDREN
COMPLETE LINE OF GIFTS FOR THE MEN
ALL DESIRABLE GIFTS FOR THE LADIES
In Murray
YOUR COMPLETE ONE STOP SHOPPING CENTER











tLeowynel courier classifieds pa
for a welcome gift ... or fo ovtlartet kome
A Huge Selection
of All Kinds of Gifts




Will Cherish for Years
STABLES
End, Coffee or Occa-
sional Tables, just







• . Living Room Suites
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Walker and ISentonof Route 5 'em Mr az,4-" t̀4Tlays in toWn. ,ot Route 15014, 4404I ucah visited ; toWla Satitrtiiv,,,NMrs George Mrs gent.:.
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mbiiiing the best features of a piping hot chocolate drink •
the creaminess (but not the potency) of eggnog, this or \‘.1,
winter beverage joins the ranks of treats for young-timers
the holidays. One envelope of chocolate milk shake mix is,
...7gredient that does the trick, and when combined with two
milk, sugar, nutmeg, and vanilla, makes a creamy winter
-1:1ge th at is especially nourishing for youngsters "en-the-go"
r the busy holiday season. •
HOT CHOCOLATE EGGNOG
• ..liecolate milk shake nil x 1% cups milk
ons sugar 2 eggs, slightly beaten:pc 
1.:1 teaspoon vanilla
Dash of nutmeg
....bine Kot.1-.Sh;.ke and sugar in a saucepan. Add water and
Stir in milk and eggs. Heat, stirring occasionally. Add
and nutmeg. Serve at once. Makes about 4 servings.
MAyr >EARL,
EUROPEAN SPORTS CARS AND
RACING CARS HAVE USED
TORSION BAR SPRINGING'




COIL SPRiNGS WERE ONCE
THE LATEST WORD IN
PASSENaER CARS-- cp
a;uspENSION SYSTEMS OF REALLY
MC,ERN LOW-SILHOUETTE CARS MUST
OCCUPY LESS SPACE AND DEMAND A MORE








'701:ISiON BARS TWIST TO
IEORE ROAD SHOCAS, TAKE











.,. 11/2/ TO AVERAGE
AMERICAN
CRi‘,ER"
Frankfort—If you're in the
habit of speeding, cutting in and
cut of traffic, or easing past
boulevard stops, you'd better
watch out.
A demerit system designed to
keep you and other* habitually
careless motorists off Kentucky
highways will be launched
throughout the state at midnight
Sunday, Dec. 16.
Further, if you have a record
as a consistent traffic violator,
your first.offense under the new
demerit system may be all that
is needed to cost you your driv-
er's license from six months to
two years or more.
Under the new plan, an ac-
cumulation of 12 points, or de-
merits, by a motorist could re-
sult in suspension of his driv-
er's license for six months.
Violators will be allowed the!
12 points over a three-year per-
iod.
The State Department of Pub-
lic Safety is undertaking the
state-wide demerit system as the
key part of its intensive driver-
improvement program.
Under State law, the commis-
sioner of public safety is em-
powered to suspend the opera-
tor's license of any person who
is an habitually reckless or neg-
ligent driver.
The top assessment-12 points
—will be levied against motor-
ists for offenses including these*
1. Driving while under the in-
fluence of alcohol or narcotics.
2. Manslaughter or reckless
hbmicide.
3. Leaving the scene of an ac-
cident.
4. Misrepresenting or falsify-
ing an application for a driver's
license
Points will be assessed against
motorists for other violations on
If he Bibla
I have called upon Thee, for
Thou wilt hear me, 0 God ...
—Psalms 17, 6.
Such is the complete and ab-
solute trust in God, our Father
in Heaven, of the true seeker
after righteousness. He knows,
and ever re-affirms, that God—
all-good, all-wise and all-loving.
kindness—will hear his every
prayer for help!for strength,
and for guidance. Of such is
Faith.
tatfzismmoacmMicalsarssYsafliticsaL4vaMVUTAKSRIEsziEmMrsaiSszreMES:4misszreZSMYS26Y5s(99415ZESK
The present with the hop-
pest future is a fine watch!
Select here from a stun-
ning collection at -
Ironed low price!
17 JEWELS





Innn left Vas nztengwas
It Is Nice to
Shop Here
• -. We Sincerely




W H. SEARS, Jeweler


















Racing, 6; reckless driving, 4:
passing on curve or hill in no-
passing zone, or passing school
bus loading or unloading chil-
dren, 4; violation contributing
to an accident, 4; speeding, 3,
and other hazardous violations,
3.
Any person who accumulates
12 points within a three-year
period will face a six-month li-
cense suspension. The second 12
Broath, a 
Paducah.
W2i tra *if ss* **10‘..tit *41 5?;RITM 
IWO* %%MIK egg mpg WIC Slif cAt IRK MOW Mt= 
2iiiiir4t
SERVICE STATION
points within the three-year
Period would bring a one-year
suspension, and a third 12 points
could bring suspensions of two
or more years.
Let's suppose you have been
arrested for speeding five times
in the last two and one-half
years. Then, on Dec. 18, you are
again arrested for speeding.
State police, upon receiving
notice of your latest violation,
will pull your driver record from
It Was Advertised As Overhead Drive
. .. and I Bought It Sight Unseen .. .
Now, we•ve seen everything! Except, of
course, a customer that we couldn't please
with our fast, friendly, efficient service. But
we ran please you. too. Try us soon!
Arlie (Red) Ross, Proprietor
* *--X—X—
The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, December 13, 1956
their files. There they will find
the five earlier speeding convic-
tions.
Assessing 3 points for each
prior conviction, plus 3 points
for the newest violation, would
give you a total of 18 points
right off.
You will be notified that you
may appear at a hearing before
the commissioner to show cause
Why your driver's license should
not be suspranded.
If your record is "clean," then
your first violation mill merely
start your demerit record. If you
do not exceed 12 points in a
three-year period, demerits ac-
For your -Christmas en-
gagement" choose here a ring










quired he first year will be
dropped in the fourth year, and
to on.
Mr. and Mrs. Donal Sturgill
and son of Marion, Ohio, visited
her mother, Mrs. Mithie Tubbs,
on Route 5 last week. Mrs. Tubbs
as been ill.
PEEL'S JEWELRY STORE
209 Broadway Paducah, K.
Months ago, Pontiac set its '57 sights on producing an 
engineering classic—the greatest road 
car in automotive history! How well did they succeed? 
One answer is pictured here, the all-new '57 Pontiac
itself, a car so advanced in concept that other new cars 
merely emphasize its outstanding design,
its brilliant array of first-time features! The other 
answer is the public's response
to this road-ruling beauty. From every 
quarter of the nation has come wave after wave
of confirming praise. Praise for Pontiac's styling—its 
crisp, colorful lines and flowing contours
that accent beauty built in, not hung on! Praise for 
new Level-Line Ride—
the advanced suspension system that 
cradles you in cloud-soft comfort. Praise for Pontiac's ease of handling!
Praise for the brisk and eager response of its 
all-new Strato-Streak V-8 engine! And underlying this
tremendous voice of approval is the confidence felt in a car 
which has undergone the greatest
road test in history. . . Pontiac's grueling 100,000
-Mile Marathon Run! Yes, this year
it's Pontiac all the way! Come in and see it! 
Come take the wheel of America's No. 1 Road Car!
IT'S COMPLETELY NEW 
FROM POWER TO 
PERSONALITY—COME IN AND SEE IT 










for the season of splendor
little touches of
fur
collars, scarves, belts, mufis
Inspired fashions in
gloves
in the new important lengths
by
grandee
pamper her the way she'd like to be pampered
with a gift of lasting pleasure from our
incomparable collection
treasured gifts . . .
the famous ronay bags she
knows and loves




orlon, lambswool by helen harper
tycora, furburi by canterbury
magnificent real-loo ng
costume je elry . .









The exciting Ford Fairlane 500 Club Victoria above) —over
17 feet long—is one of two new, bigger Ford sizes this year.
If you think it looks new...
wait till you drive it!
...For there's where Ford's newness realty pays oft
in melting mountains fl smoothing the imain
...is straightening the curves
You can see that Ford's long, lower Sculptured Look
makes other cars look downright old-fashioned. But the
part you can't see—the new "Inner Ford"—is what shows
its stuff when you drive a Ford. It's revolutionary from the
wheels up! And it feels it.
Ford's wider frame lets you sit sweet and low. And
Ford's new front suspension, rear springs and new easy
handling are part of the scheme to makr you think every
road is cloud-smooth.
The magic touch of the new Ford pciwer plants makes
mountains disappear. What looks Ilk; uphill feels like
downhill. You get this surging power i a wide choice of
Silver Anniversary V-8 engines. Or choose Ford's Mileage
Maker Six, the most powerful Six in the ow-price field.
There's magic in Ford's price tag, tool You won't believe
this big new Ford is still priced Ford-1 . But it is. Come
in and test its magic. It's a real "Wizard of Ah-h-li-Vsl"
Action Test the New Kind of FORD
KINNEY MOTORS
House-Warming Party Held
A housewarming was given to were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Copeland
in their new home Saturday
night, Nov. 1. Many gifts were
received, and fruits and candy
OM
rho Bible
For Thou, Lord, wilt bless
the righteous; with favor wilt
Thou compass him as with a
shield--(Psalm 5,12.)
Those who love God and obeyHun, who worship and glorify
Him in all their thoughts and
acts, are overflowingly filled
with His lovesind His guid-
ance; they know abundant joy
and strength beyond all mortal
compare—because the Al-
mighty is with and within
them.
Those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Lurie Castle-
berry, Mrs. J. S. Hendrickson,
Mr. and 'Mrs. Dale and Ruth
Copeland, Mrs. Nela Ford, Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Morgan, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Copeland, Mr.
and Mrs. B. J. Harrison, Ken
and Carl, Mr. and Mrs. Roo
Nunley, D. G. Wood, Mr. an:I
Mrs. Roy Boyd, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Butler.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hamlet
and Martha Gale, Mr. and Mrs.
John Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
Clint Darnell and Shirley, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Threat and boys,
Mr. and Mrs. Van Cone anti
Juanita, Martha Darnell,' Mr.
and Mrs. James Harrison awl
Darla, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Har-
rison, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Wil-
!iams, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wil-
liams end Ken, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Hamlet and Bobby.
Mr. and Mrs. Atpur Coan,
Mr. and Mrs. Cala Wood and
Wanda, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hai -
rison, Mr. and Mrs. Paul John-
son and Jimmie, Mr. and Mrs.
Oval Fields and girls, Mr. and
Mrs. G. B. Johnson, Roe Cope-
land, Mr. and Mrs. Harley
Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Galon
Heitt, Etta Hunt, Nina Hunt,
Mr. and Mrs. Omer Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hunt, Bill
Harrison Trevathan, Mr. and
Mrs. Avery McManus, Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Hunt, Arie Myers.
Mrs. Mary Copeland also re-
ceived some nice gifts.
Mrs. Elmer Washburn is visit-
ing i nthe home of her son,
Harold Lents, in Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Maud Bean was carried
to the Riverside Hospital in Pa-
ducah Sunday after suffering a
slight heart attack. She remain-
ed several days for treatment.
Etiquette of Gi
The tradition and joy
mg gifts are probably as
mankind itself. Gifts
cial occasions in


















sion call for a
gift? Is it wrapped att
And many, many more.
Down-to-earth philoso
advice about giving, as
helpful ideas on modern-
are available. One sou
free booklet "A Gift to
Gloria Wright.
Mrs. Gracie Borders was a
business visitor in Paducah Sat- ,















Sparkling bright and perfectly matched diamonds that she has
dreamed of. Shown are only a few of the many styles in en-
gagement and wedding rings to choose from.
Lindsey's offer you the best diamond values to be found
whether you spend $50.00 or 51,000.00.
EtULOVA
The newest for Him or Her. FROM
Expansion band for him.
















'It 0 , v4 • or N -a,, 











The newest in design. Ex- FROM
tremeiy accurate. Hand-
some expansion band in-




















Just for Him and Her in FROM
the largest styles with Dura










lent styling. A gift she or
Ise will treasure for many,
many years.
Your gifts from Lindsey's will oe
engraved and gift wrapped free
You are invited to use our lay
away plan. A small deposit will
reserve any gift until wanted.
Do your shopping early while







elers for over 43 yea
Lindsey's jewelt? store
field and Murray you
complete selections of the
fashions and the lowest
prices — Truly the stores
you get the best for less.
ipfARD FUR
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HOWARD FURNITURE CO.
"CHEM US FOR QUALITY AND PRICE"
Mayfield's Newest
FLOOR COVERING A SPECIALTY
Experienced Mechanics to Lay It
SHOP US BEFORE YOU BUY
9th 6th Street Mayfield, Ky.






'IONE 30 JESS COLLIER
Or Contact
OTIELD BENTON LA7.6981
Serving Five Counties, Graves, Marshall, Calloway,
Carlisle, Hickman.
KEN ON CALL DUTY FOR SERVICE TROUBLE
MONS Ma MAYFIELD, KY.
iler
Just for 1011 
an.dithn:".

















Broadway at Eighth Street
YOUR FRIENDLY
Self Service Drugstore
Accurate and Dependable Prescription Service
WYATT'S REXALL DRUGS I




Phone 165 — Mayfield.-Ky.
HAPPY GIFT SHOP
Silverware - China - Glass
Opposite Liberty Savings Bank
LOOKOFSKY'S
SPORTING GOODS and SHOE 
SHOP
SUTURE:
Wilson Rawlings Base Ball 
Equipment
Football Equipment Golf 
Equipment
Tennis Equipment
Badminton and Basketball 
Equipment
GUNS and PISTOLS













1111-1, Cuba Road 
Mayfierld,








Suscribe to the Courier.





Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
PEREL & LrENSTEIN
DIAMOND STORE F THE SOUTH










FOR SUPER AUTO SERVICI
Stop At
BURL'S STANDARD STATION
8th and James Streets



































New Idea Farm Equipment
FUQUA TRACTOR CO.




Sold, delivered and lowered
BY
MAYFILI -
rILE & SEPTIC TANK CO
Formerly Wheeler Tile Co.





GIVES FOR THE HOME
West Side Square
MAYFIELD, KY.




In Children's Dept. on the
Balcony — Infanta to
Pro-Tenni
VINCENTS
North Side Sqmsr•Pbsea IS
Larrk S rs has gone to
Pensacola, 1a., to visit his fath-
er before-entering the U. S. Air


















With Party at Home
The sixth birthday of Angela
Austin was observed Saturday
afternoon, Dec. 8, with a party
from 2 until 4 o'clock, at the
home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Austin.
The children played games and
were served cake and ice cream.
Each child was given a drawing
book as a favor.
Those attending were Jonna
Coulter, Cathy Downs, Lynn
Yates, Tonu and Terri Thomp-
son, Vicki Wyatt, Melinda Hol-
land, Diana Gordon, Dara and
Nancy Austin and Angela Aus-
tin.
Angela received a number of
nice gifts from her little friends.
Joe Jones and James Luther
Thompson, students at a Com-
merce, Texas college, will spend
the Christmas holidays in Ben-
ton with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Har-
per of Calvert City are the par-
ents of a girl born Friday at the
Riverside Hospital in Paducah.




Your headquarters when you sell your
Corn, Oats, Wheat
We 1T:o Invite You To Try
DOUBLE "M" FEEDS
REECE'S Style Mart Store



















* Crosby Square (Sig Clothes;
Remember! REECE'S is West Kentucky's Style Corner
for Men. Visit This Smart Store
Party on Dec. 20th s
Woman's Club to
Hold Its Christmas
The Benton Senior Woman's
Club will have its Christmas
meeting Dec. 20 at 7:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Fred Filbeck
The speaker for the evening
will be Bob Thomas Murray
florist. Mrs. Charles Goins will
.resent special music. There will
be an exchange of gifts.
The hostesses...611;8NMINS flied
Filbeck and Mrs. Otto Cann, as-
sisted by Mmes. George Erick-
son, Thomas Morgan, Viola
Fields, W. B. Holland, Katie Ma-
jor, Roy Boyd, Douglas Rasco,




I have called upon Thee, for
Thou wilt hear me, 0 God ...
—Psalms 17, 6.
Such is the complete and ab-
solute trust in God, our Father
in Heaven, of the true seeker
after righteousness. He knows,
and ever re-affirms, that God—
all-good, all-wise and all-loving-
kindness—will hear his every
prayer for help, for strength,
and for guidance. Of such is
Faith.
no Bade
For unto you is born this
day in the city of David a
Saviour, which is Christ the
Lord.—St. Luke 2, 11,
So proclaimed "to all people"
the angel of the Lord on that
day those centuries ago—that
we today, no matter how griev-
ously we have, stumbled and
fallen. may know the love of a
blessed SAviour and Redeemer,
through Whom we may yet be
lifted up, by the hand of God.
4Pokkflekelort
HEADACHE
Ease PAINS OF HEADAC-.
GIA, NEURITIS with STa'IBACh
TABLETS or POWDERS STANBACK
combines several medically proven pain
relievers . The added eftectiyeness
of these MULTIPLE ingredients brings
fastImore complete relief, easing
anxiety and tension usually accom-













what he wants for
Christmas
What man wouldn't
welcome one or more
new pairs of slacks
for a "change of

























301 Broadway in Paducah
•
• •
As seen in Vogue
. . . for the young-in-heart
rasistors's newest darling, of
. . . the My Fair Lady look in all
its graceful young beauty . thanks to tiers of
fine re-embroided Chantilly lace and
acetate taffeta, pleated inset cummerbund
and back-interest sash.
Black 'n white, taupe or blue.
$29.95
Sizes 5 to 15 .





Give her a watch designed with
perfectionist beauty, then ra-
diantly set with finest diamonds!
Come see our newest diamond
watches — skillfully 'crafted to











A quick look at this hook and magazine table should be
ufficient to show how easy it is to build and how much it
ould ado to your living room. It has smart lines yet it is
lane of the eas:.?st of do it-y • uc-If projects to build.
3216 DEC 55 M.P. 54
ur Wonderful Wardrobe of
Pettiskirts by
e t.
The shapes and shades that figure most importantly on
the fashion scene. In heavenly nylon tricot that fares so
beautifully in soap and water.
#3-15-20. Slashed back, deeply banded in embroi.
chivy and lace. Down Pink, Elfin Beige, Heaven Blue,
Rouge, Star White. Short and average 1-7, tall
5-7, $3.95. Sizes 8-9, $1.95.
tt 3-1544. Lace topped permanent pleats circle o
prineesse flare; Candlelight, Dawn Pink, Elfin Beige,
Heaven Blue, Midnite Black, Navy, Rouge, Star
White. Short and average 1.7, tall 5-7, $5.95. Sizes
8•9, $6.95.
#3-15-52. lace and applique trim lavished over o
side-sloshed sheath; Candlelight, Down Pink, MidnIte
Block, Rouge, Star White. I-7. 14.95.












$542,389 are being received this
week by 3,860 eligible employees
of Ashland Oil & Refining Com-
pany and its subsidiary com-
panies.
Since the inception of this
profit-sharing plan in 1947, em-
ployees have received $3,775,392
as extra compensation in the
form of employee - dividends
which.are voted by director the
same as dividends to stock--
holders.
The bonus payments represent
distribution of a portion of the
earnings of the company in ex-
cess of a 6 percent return on
capital and surplus invested in
the business. This plan provides
an incentive for increased ef-
ficiency and is intended to make
each employee aware of his vital
personal interest in the financial
success of the company.
Ernest Pace has been very ill
tor several weks at his home in
Benton.
Mrs. Harmon Davis and Mrs.
Everett East of Route 6 were









Shr'll love tLeir triepy,
flattering @heel-neer . their
perfect lit from top to too.
Cs..... Irene complete mice.






Words cannot express our
thanks and gratitude to our
friends and neighbors, who in
any way helped during the ill-
ness and death of our dear mo-
ther, Lillie Hurt.
Our, hearts will always be
grateful to you, also to Dr. J. R.
Miller, for untiring efforts; to
Bro. Bill Phillips and Bro. Har-
old Sain for their consoling
words of comfort, to B. L. Treva-
than and Redic Pace who were
in charge of the beautiful songs
that were sung, the donors of
the most beautiful flowers, the
Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home for
their kind and thoughtful way
of making us as comfortable
as possible.
May God bless each of you LU
time of sorrow.




• J. Homer Solomon of





Mr. Solomon is presi
the Marshall-Calloway B
group and long has been
In the artificial breech
gram.
Mr. Solomon will serve
years term as dlrectOr
state group. He was elect
recent statewide con
held in Louisville. The ne






...for Boy.; and Cita.
399
• Leather uppers %ith long-wearing
Cat's Pas. Soles
• Tan N4iith stifle top
• Black uith red top
• Sizes.•tuall 81/2 t• large 3
X 1--X X X—X—X X X—X—X X





Happy you to solve Christmas shopping
problems with gay gifts of additio
phones in decorator colors! Here's smar
modern convenience for Grandma's bedside table
Dad's den ... Mom's kitchen ... the
teenager's room. For a special friend, to save
steps and make life easier all
through the year.
Each gift phone is gaily Christmas-
wrapped, with card for your name.
Delivered before Christmas, installed
any time. The modest cost can be
charged to your telephone bill.
Order today! Call our businera
office or ask any
installer-repairman
)ou happen to see.
Southern Bell Telephon
ond Telegraph Company
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man who hasn't let his guns get all dusty nor his
fads get bent all out of shape. He's used this hardy
-iid fishing cabinet ma.1
^or r. • • I to stare all his
outdoor eq,i;nrno,,!. ' •
Robert H. Sullivan of
City has been a patient
3aptist Hospital in Padu-
James Odom, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lonnie Odom of Benton
Route 5, will be inducted into





Some years ago we often heard
the statement "there is nothing
bright about dark tobacco." Cer-
tainly with burley sales averag-
ing $64 and air-cured tobacco at
$32 warrant that view. Ironic-
ally, higher prices for hereto-
fore undesirable red and heavy
burley have added some strength
to lower grades of one sucker.
There is considerable evidence
that low grade dark air-cured
is being substituted for burley.
It is probable that the sub-
stitute grades of dark air-cured
are being utilized for pipe and
chewing purposes rather than for
filter tip cigarettes as might be
assumed.
The increased use of dark air-
cured is encouraging to dark
growers but at the present time
affect only the lower grades and
at best offsets the loss in ex-
ports for this type.
Despite this apparent new use
receipts last week to the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco. Growers'
Association were 34.3 percent
and predominately higher pric-
ed grades. The Loose Floor aver-
age for the first sale was up to
$44.13 per hundred over last
year. reflecting higher supports,
better quality and stronger de-
mand for lugs.
Growers selling tobacco last
week may have noted an in-
crease in loose floor charges
over last year. This increase for
dark air-cured is about 12 cents
per hundred weight and due to
the minimum wage legislation
effective March 1 of this year
which increased wages 75 cents
(the prevailing rate for the past
several years) to $1.00 per hour.
For dark fired tobacco the in-
crease charges will be about 21
cents per hundred. Loose floor
charges have not been increased
for the past five years and are
in line with increased labor
costs.
The next air-cured sale will
be held in Mayfield, Dec. 13 and
in Murray the following day,
provided there is favorable han-
dling weather for ordering, strip-
ping and delivery. Bringing to -
bacco in case by "sprinkling"
frequently lowers the take home
pay. There was considerable to-
bacco graded "wet" last week
and, it carried a 10 percent pen-
alt yl when consigned to the As-
sociation.
G owers are also cautioned
NO to tie lugs in large hands
as I may carry a "botch" grade
for which there is no support
pri . Bundles or hands tien
abo t the size of a silver dollar
are most desirable. Very large
buriciles are difficult to redry
without damage either by ex-
cessive heat in the redryer or
mold in the hogshead if insuf-
ficient heat is applied.
Well-handled tobacco, tied
ileatl 11 usually return more
rno y a help reserve our ex-
portnar. et.
Courier Classifieds Pay
DURING THE PREHRISTMAS SALE
Enjoy the same wonderful, prices featured during our big Business Adjustment Sale


























All China and Crystal
1-3 to 1-2 OFF




Orchard  $11.75 $5.90
Stansbury  8.95 4.40
N'ictoria  9.75 4.90
Up to 25% Off on All Wrought Iron and Brass
UP TO 50% OFF ON ALL CRYST
ALWARE
25% OFF ON ALL GIFTS - - - LARGE
 SELECTION
CLOSE OUT ON ALL OIL HEATERS
At Wholesale Cost
tICER 50,000 BTU HEATER
$59.95
Reg. price $79.95  Now
tKER 35,000 BTU HEATER
 Now $49.95Reg. 869.95














• Table • 
Doll
Dolls • Baby 
Strollers




NORGE 55,000 BTU HEATER
Reg. $139.95 .  Now 
$99.95
QUAKER 55,000 BTU HEATER
Reg. $142.50 ... L . . . Now 
$114.95










Murray, Ky. Phone 575
Archie Joy of Calvert City has
been »i recent patient at the
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Mrs. Guy McGregor underwent
minor surgery in a Mayfield hos- Marshall County last week. I Mrs. Nora Siris and daughter.
pital last week. Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Gregory 'Mrs. Charlie York of Route 
5'
J. W. Collins of Lilburn, Mo., were ill last week at their home 'were shoppers in Benton Moo-
















Phone 3 I I MurraN K. West Main Street
CLOSE OUT PRICES!
WE'RE CLOSING OUT OUR STOCK OF BICYCLES
AND VELOCIPEDES AT WHOLESALE PRICES!
Don't Wait Buy Now!
BICYCLES! BICYCLES! BICYCLES!
There is no gift like a bicycle to please a youngster. We
have bicycles in all sizes from which to choose. Come in
and select the size and model for your boy or girl. We
have plenty of tricycles too. •
20" Bicycle, reg. 52.95 
24" Bicycle, reg. 52.95 
26" Bicycle, reg. 52.95 
24" Super Deluxe
Bicycle, reg. 69.95 
26" Super Deluxe













P t sue ill 1 Murray, Ky.
ly Neighbor!
"Please, Manny. Go out
there and fight! Lots of other
people have to pay those con-
fiscatory surtaxes, too!"
1V:to Square Look




The new look in cooking uten-
sils this year is the "square look."
In easy-to-clean stainless steel,
the square utensils are being
shown in cake pans, refrigerator
dishes, covered skillets and cov-
ered sauce pans.
Major advantage of the new
square design is its greater ca-
pacity. The square skillet, for ex-
ample, provides greater cooking
area than the conventional round
iype. Six strips of bacon fit easily,
as compared to five in a round
skil!et, where one strip hi..; to be
Cut in half.
Even the smallest size sauce
pan can accommodate a block of
frozen food. Sloping sides permit
food to cook "up the sides of the
pan" and make it easier to turn
eggs or to slide food on to a
serving dish. The square construc-
tion permits better use of cooking
or storage area. Also, the corners
act as an ideal pouring spout.
As is the case with all stainless
steel cooking utensils, this new
style is a delight to cle.m. The
.skillet and sauce pans are stain-
less steel outside and inside, with
A solid layer of copper between.
The copper guarantees perfect
heat distribution so your food
never burns. The stainless steel
r;r:nca needs no special cleaning
— just soap and water. These
utenzils can also be pur-
c ,sed with copper covering the
entire outside area with stainkss
Loci inside.
COLD SUFFERERS
Get STANBACK, tablets or powders.
for rellef of COLD DISCOMFORTS
The STA N B AC K prescript,on type
formula .S a cornb,nat,on Of pan re-
1.ev.ng ,ngrechents that work together
for FASTER RELIEF of HEADACHE.
NEURALGIA and ACHING MUSCLES
due to colds. STANBACK also RE•
















1956 PONTIAC 4 DOOR HARD
TOP SEDAN. With all the
power.
1956 CHEVROLET 2 DOOR V3.
Sharp.
1955 DODGE 4 DOOR SEDAN.
Sharp.
1955 CHEVROLET 2 DOOR SE-
DAN. Sharp.
1954 FORD CONVERTIBLE.
Priced below the book.
1954 CHEVROLET 4 DOOR.
Clean and "tops."
1953 CHRYSLER 4 DOOR SE-
DAN. Clean and ready.
1953 PACKARD 4 DOOR.
. A real buy.
2-1952 PLYMOUTHS.
Run like new. Cheap.
2-1951 VLYMOUTHS.
You can save plenty.
1951 STUDEBAKER SEDAN $195
1950 NASH STATESMAN.
Good car. $195.
These are just a few of our
choice cars. Give us a ring—we
will be glad to show them to you
Call
E. C. (Red) Williams
or
J. M. (Red) LEIGH











Perfect diamond and matching
14K gold band.
"BESS" Perfect center diamond










Your little girl's ream
k. She's a big beautifu dream come
true to e-Very littl girl.
Pretty as a picture in her
NI colorful d:csit an
gandy pina:ore li..t's
sure to steal yoiir heart
at first glance. "N.. tkie
Walker" Walks! Si s!
Blinks! Sleep.!
Turns her head







A must for the holid ys! Festive
flare-top VA Qt. p nch bowl,
12 5';-oz. punch cup 12" latile,
12 side hooks and ombination





'1)1NDY" 7 bluing diamods
surrounding Perfect oentor
diamond.
Polo if A Week
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Heavenly Gifts
from Perel & Lowenstein
Bulova
"Senator"


















, Man's 173 self-wind- 1 50
ing and waterproof. 17 I














141 .me Charm Bracelet
She'll adore this sterling brace-
let with her $300nwn namo  .



















Replidsome 173 shoe c-resislant
With duetproof  $45.00CLIO .
Dainty 173 In white or yellow
dustproofcase   $45.00




All these watches guaranteed ter 1
,fu,11,,kynewiarsahg:It. net defective perils and
wog u rid 0nots.1 costars
on These 
''e''8a„CzaHAIT,RGE
$20 For your old watch
.1 delv7 e/ Bentir7w
Brownie Flash Kit 
Manicure Kit
WA TCHE:c
Hanadwkbe; all purpos- Camera
with flash equ poi at. Film Miniature 4-piece set in tooled
nn leather ease. Red,
Included $13.uto green, or tan 
All these exquisite diamonds are guaranteed absolutely perfect even when examined by a dia-
mond expert under a 10 power loupe. Remember you may wear any Perel & Lowenstein dia-
mond for 30 days and if you are not completely satisfied your money will be refunded.
1■111•111111•111.116111N.S.1861111111111111111~.1111111111111MOMM,..1111M.1•1116. WAD,
'DIANN' TWO,- Perfect














All Perel A Lowenstein diamonds are
set in these gorgeous 14K white or yel-
low gold mountings that make the




Is made to look
THIS SIZE 4
You are invited to come in for FREE coffee and toast
made with the famous GE automatic percolator and
toaster from now 'til Xmas.




















Next Door to H
lAIR figured folks w
Buick—and big.
But we sure didn't ligur
rousing reception we've
our years of selling now
We're getting more en
along with the signed
before. And, neighbor,
know why—listen:
This '57 Buick has that
141ns that today's
ts here in extra-long
Buick yet.
It has the room they
4tw wide-frame c
'Porte-ear adhouete
Pc.agninees than even hist
IMIS newness everv-wh
that's wonted . .
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tomobiles looked over at the
l'Istangton inspection stations
to pass the tests and have to
ot away for readjustments
pairs before they can get
rloacishield stickers that sig-
tney're `safe to drive."
;mews told the American
'''-- Association that in
mot recent 12-month per-
.1.10,314 vehicles ereinspect-
'1..the city's two stations and
161,638 were approved the
time.
Benton The Best
• Town in Ky. •




Western Kentucky's Largest Weekly Newspaper — Benton and Marshall County's Home Newspaper
Build Marshall
• County And It 0,
Will Build You
Volume Paid Circulation Sells — That Is TheXX
Kind This Newspaper Offers Customers Benton, Kentucky, December 13, 1956
First In Circulation, First In Advertising
First In The Home, First In Reader interest
Number 3t
often in the beams. Other fre-
quent trouble spots: brakes, 1$
out of every 100; sterring mec-
anism, 15 out of 1000; rear
lights, 12 in every 100; wind-
shield and wipers, six in $100'
and exhause, four in 100.
,evogras were the chief Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pugh ot
of trouble. Some 18 out Route 7 were shopping visitors
';‘• cars had faulty lights, in Benton Thursday.
0040,460.401 ftiv*Imiosito
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
&dove, Elgin, Gruen, Bennis
Watches
$10.00 up
Diamond 'Wedding Sets $12.00 and up
IFl EVISIONS zuld RADIOS
IlANY OTHER GIFTS
TO CHOOSE FROM -
Expert Watch Repairing
One Day Service by Udell (Buck) Free
HOME FINANCE CO.
PAWNBROKERS
Loans on Anything of Value
Next Door to Hank Bros.
NO Broadway Paducah, Ky.
111010111.011~41011MEW~tIlirlifteltlireP1
Refreshing Holiday Treats
Easy, elegant and ever so good, Lime Frost is really two desserts
In one. It makes a delightful Christmas pie and a perky pudding,
too, both prepared at the same time and exactly right for holiday
entertaining. A delicious combination of lime gelatin and vanilla
pudding and pie filling, either of these desserts is light and re-
freshing after a hearty holiday dinner.
LIME FROST FIE
1 package vanilla pudding 1 package lime-flavored gelatin
and pie filling mix 1 cup hot water
2 cups milk U2 cup cold water •
1 baked 8-inch pie shell
Combine pudding mix and milk in saucepan. Cook and stir over
medium heat until mixture comes to a full boil. Remove from heat.
Pour into a bowl. (To avoid surface film, place waxed paper di-
rectly on surface of hot pudding.) Chill.
Dissolve gelatin in hot water. Add cold water. Chill until slightly
thickened. Set bowl of chilled gelatin in ice and water. Whip gela-
tin with egg beater until fluffy and thick.
Add the chilled pudding gradually to the fluffy gelatin, beating
after each addition until well blended. Pour into pie shell allowing
about 3 cups filling. Pour remaining filling into 4 sherbet glasses.




The Marshall County Farm
Bureau has received, for the
second straight year, a gold-





Distillers of Cognac, France,
cultivate spider webs as care-
fully as a Hollywood producer
makes a horror movie.
The spiders have a unique
job. They prevent worms from
reaching the valuable oak casks
in which cognac is aged. Toe
rorms, in the best French tra-
chtion, are gourmets and hav-2
made many attempts to nibble
away at the wood. But the spi-
ders are always on the job, and
its for this reason that moving
a cognac cask is a delicate op-
What's it Got
that Everyone's After?
wE figured folks wOidd go for the *ST
V V Buick—and big.
But we sure didn't figure this—the most
rousing reception wive ever seen in all
our years of selling new Buick..
We're getting more enthusiastic talk —
along with the signed orders—than ever
before. And, neighbor, if you want to
know why—listen:
This '57 Buick has that sleek low-sweep
styling that today's moderns want—and
it's here in extra-long measure, in the
lowest Buick yet.
It has the room they want — for Buiok's
new wide-frame chassis permits a
Sports-car silhouette with more interior
roominess than even last year's spacious
Buick'.
It has newness everywhere, and newness
that's wonted...
A smart sew panoramic winclabield of
vaster dimensions and greater vbility.
The sweet, solid surety of a new "nested"
ride. A brilliant new handling and cor-
nering and, levelized braking that come
of an ingenious newball-Joint suspension.
It even has the modern answer for today's
driving—a new Safety-Minder* that
watches your miles-per-hour for you.
But even more important, this rakish
sweep of automobile has a new kind of
instant response—and that's the biggest
reason for the soaring popularity of the
newest Buick yet.
For hers is performance--smooth as spun
silk —unleashed by a totally new V8
engine 384 cubic inches big, and with
the highest compression, torque and
horsepower in Buick annals
And here, to deliver that might, is the
power-pitch action of an advanced neW
Variable Pitch Dynaflow.* A DynafioW
of such instantaneous obedience, such
smooth and versatile control in "Drive"—
the need for "Low" is virtually ended.
In all truth, you've never bossed a car so
keenly alive, so smooth in motion, so solid
in feel. It's ahead of its time, ahead of the
industry—even ahead of your greal
expectations.
Come check up on all this for yourself.
Come drive this shoulder-high sweet-
heart with the strong he-and-she appeal.
Come be our guest—today.
°New Advanced Variable Pitch Dynafiow is the only
Dynatiow Buick builds today. It is standard on
Roadmaner. Super and Century—optional a modest
extra coot on the Special. Safety-Minder standard on
Roadmasser, optional (eh*? Serifs.
Newest Buick Yet
MIN NMI AlltOMPIIIIIMI ASS MO WICK WU BUILD TIMM
LAMPKINS BUICK COMPANY
1259 South Main Strt 
Benton, Kentucky
At the winter solstice, which
is about the time of Christmas,
families kindled a fire of fir
boughs inside their homes, and
the goddess supposedly descend-
ed through the smoke to brir—
them good luck.
ment award from the Kentucky coming down the chimney? One old England, where Santa was
The legend carried over in...
Farm Bureau Federation, story goes back to 'pre-Christ- credited with coming down theThe award was presented the ian Germarif anc .1:ertna, go .- chimney to clean it of soot solocal bureau for having Ur, dess of the home, eood luck could come in.highest rating of any county
bureau in District 1. It is thl
second year the county has re-
ceived the plaque. A winner
three years ma row gets to keep
the plaque permanently.
The Marshall County Farm
Bureau also has received a cer-
tificate of membership in th?
Kentucky Farm Bureau Colon-
els. The certificate is in rec-
ognition of consistent gain in
membership over five consecu-
tive years.
The certificate was signed by
officials of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau.
The awards were presented to
Raymond Powell, president pf
the local bureau, at the recent
state convention of the Ken-
tucky Farm Bureau.
Mr. Powell also was elected t.)
the resolutions committee of the
state, bureau at the convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Powell, who live
at Oak Level, this week attend-
ed the national convention ot
the Farm Bureau in Miami
Fla. The convention was Dec.
1-13.
Mrs. Paul Wadkins of Route
7 was a visitor in Benton Fri-
day
eration. The greatest cdre is
taken not to disturb a spiders
nest.
Visitors who think the cellar
rafters are purposely hung with
cobwebs for effect are some-
times terribly disappointed. Fof
next to the skill of man, the
grape, the oak and the climate,




Trip Got Its Start














JEWELRY & LOAN CO.
208 Broadway Paducah.





Typical are some of the prices paid on this sale to your. ,neighbors
and friends in Western Kentucky on Wednesday, December 5.
Name and Address Pounds 4rerage
JOHN ABLE TT
Kevil, Ky., Rt. 2  1926 s65.28
W. A. BRADFORD
Kevil, Ky., Rt. 3  2112 65.14
Odell Springfield and Henry Mudd
Barlow, Ky.  1014 65.00
Oscar Brown and Bill Morris
Wickliffe, Ky., Ht. I  1726 64.78
W. L. JERRELL
Kevil, Ky., Rt. 1  1712 64.78
Jake Redfern and W. G. Hayden
La Center, Ky., RI. 1  1184 64.67
T. D. MARTIN
Wickliffe, Ky., Rt. 1  1420 64.62
Jake Redfern and Wildlife Reserve
La Center, Ky., Rt. 1  1848 64.63
W. L. FUQUA 1016 64.36Kevil, Ky., Rt 
Derwood Denton and George Crice  1830 64.23
1.a Center, Ky., Rt. 1
PLENTY OF FLOOR SPACE AVAILABLE
NO LONG WAITS - -NO SHORT WEIGHTS
PADUCAH
BURLEY FLOOR
1010 Madison — Phone 2-3322





litaskre•a•S g•rIptar•: I Corinthians
DOV•11.1111111 Reading: 1 John 4:741.
Way of Love
Lesson for December 16, 1956
HERE are many ways of living
A in this world. There is the way
of ruthless pride, with the motto:
'The world is my orange and I in-
tend to squeeze it." There is the
way of the fool, who never thinks
beyond today and is always sur-
prised to discover that what he
sowed came up and what he didn't
plant did not come up. There is




takes the easiest •
way no matter
what. There is
even the way of
hate, the way of
bitterness and
suspicion, going
always downhill Dr. Foreman
among dead trees without leaf or
fruit Everybody knows that these
are none of them Christian ways.
Even those who are not Christians
know that the way of Christ Is the
way of love.
Other Ways of Love
But what is the Christian way
of love? There are more ways than
one to use the word "love." There
are ways of love, so called, which
are not the Christian way. For in-
stance, there is something called
love, which consists really of fond-
ness for things or people that are
lovable. For ex a mpl e, a young
woman stands at an altar and
promises to take a man "for better
for worse, for richer for poorer, in
sickness and in health." But she
does not really hear the vow she
makes. And if the man turns out
to be poorer or worse than she
thought, she looks up a divorce
lawyer. The way of Christian love
does not demand lovableness first;
on the contrary. Christian love car.
make an unlovely ,and unloving
person lovable. Some love is all
for one's own benefit; "I love you"
can mean no more than "I want
you for my exclusive use." Chris-
han love "does not insist on its
awn way." It does not ask, "What
can you do for me?" but "What
may I do for you?"
Messing the Universe




no belte th sheer sloppy sen
mentality. ometimes it consists in
a vague feeling that everything is
very nice in a very happy world.
A minister once preached on the
text, "Ye that love the Lord, hate
evil." After the sermon a lady told
him she didn't like that sermon at
all. She had been brought up to
believe that love was always right
and hate always wrong. Love is al-
ways right, yes: but that does not
mean we can feel free to love what
is evil. If we love the good, we
shall not love what destroys good.
Sometimes this substitute for
Christian love takes the form of a
general feeling of good will toward
the world in general. A well-known
American wrote shortly before his
death, "I bless the universe." Now
It is certainly better to bless the
universe than to curse it. But bless-
ing the universe seems a curious
sort of thing to do. Are you really
blessing all of it, sir? Cholera and
polio, stars and atoms and ty-
phoens and germs, criminal and
judge, saints and sinners, miracles
and murderers? We have to be
careful that we don't love the uni-
verse in such a way that whatever
happens seems exactly right!
The Christian Way
The Christian way of love is not
totally different from these other
ways; but it is vitally different. It
is inspired by God in the first place
and it mirrors his love. It goes be-
yond the lovable, it is more than
an exchange of love. It even goes
out to one's enemies. American
history gives us two striking illus-
trations of the actual power of
love, in two men on opposite sides
of the American civil war. The
two enemies, as they once were,
are now honored more perhaps
than any other two in that tragic
conflict: Lincoln and Lee. Each
was a man who could do nothing
else but stand by his convictions
and fight even when other men
were ready to give up. Their love
was not the child of indifference,
selfishness or cowardice. But it was
Lincoln who coined the phrase,
-charity toward all and malice
toward none," - and he meant
every word of it. It was Lee who
later as president of a college re
fused to let any one in his presence
speak evil of his former enemies.
It is not the men who are the best
'eaters, but those who show what
7:h:1/den love is, who have great-
est power over the hearts of man-
find.
.Based ea eatkimis copyriglited by Um
Itivisloa of (bristlaa Education, Na-
tonal Coanoll of as Marches of Christ
a Um U. I. A. Bolealsod by Cemaaalty
***** Service.)
Stop pain of piles
today at home
-or money back!
In doctor's tests, amazing new
Stainless Paw instantly relieved
piles' torture! Gave internal and
external relief! 6 medically-proved
Ingredlents including Triolyte,_ re-
lieve pain, itching instantly! Reduce
,welling. Promote healing. You sit.
walk in comfort! Only stainless
pile remedy. Stainless Pazot-
positories or Ointment at druggists.
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CONCRETE § SUPEROCK BLOCKS
THURMAN
Fine Quality Furniture





Enjoy your favorite programs at their best! Our factory-
trained technicians will put your TV set in shape for crystal-
clear reception. You can depend on us alwaiys for prompt,
reliable repairs.
PHONE LA 7-65411 BILL WELLS, Service Mgr.
Cashmere for Christmas
PLEASE YOUR BEST BEAU this
holiday season with a soft lux-
urious Einiger cashmere jacket.
There are a wealth of patterns and
solid colors front a hich to make
your -selection . . all loomed by
Einiger Mills exclusively for Carey.
Styled in both two and three'
button models, these jackets have
in-and-out pockets and center
back vents. The pure cashmere
glen plaid Carey jacket shown is


















If worried by -Bladder Weakness" (0e -
ling Up Nights or Bed Wetting, too fie-
quent. burning or itching urination) or
Strong Smelling, Cloudy Urine, due to
common Kidney and Bladder Irritations,
try CYSTEX for quick help 90 years use
prove safety for young and old. Ask drug-
gist for CYSTIC/ under money-back guar-
antee. Bee how fast you improve.
Courier Classifieds Pay
Helps Heal And Clear
hchvSkrn Rash!
Zemo, a doctor's antiseptic,
promptly relieves itching, stops
scratching and so helps heal and
clear surface rashes. Buy Extra









612 Broadway - Paducah, Ky.
Phone 4110
JEWELRY & LOANS
209 BROADWAY - PADUCAH, KY.
Loans on Anything - Up to 50% Savings
On Unredemed Items
REMEMBER








Name You Can Trust"
Prescription
EYEGLASSES
X it X M-N ie. N"-.2 2 2.-1
BIG DISCOUNT
1717 BROADWAY - PADUCAH, KY.
9,000 Square Feet of Real Values
XXXXII-X-X-4-41t
MONEY TO LOAN
On Watches, lnamonds, Simtguns, Pistols, Radios, Type-
writers, Televisions and Valuables
Be sure to look our stock over before you
buy.
SAVE 50% OR MORE




206 Kresulway Paducah, Ky.
ZENIT H T
THE FINEST QUALITY
TELEVISION Money Can B
We Guarantee This
KINNEY APPLIANCE C
When In Paducah Pay a Visit T
HARDWARE • PAINTS • WALL.PAP
212 BROADWAY PADI CAIL KY.
Visit Our
KITCHEN SHOP
FOR ALL OF YOUR KITCHEN HOUSEHOLD NE
-.-
HARDWARE - PAINTS - POWER TOOLS
Air Conditioned For Your Comfort
Mr. and Mrr.. Herschel Dowdy Hay
BEST FOOD IN TO
-AT THE-
ASHLAND CAF-
MAIN ST. BENTON, KY,
NOW ENLARGED - REMODELED
AND AIR - CONDITIONED




If You Want to Buy or Sell Any Type of Real E
See HARRY HURLEY or VOLNEY BRIEN
HURLEY REAL ESTA
1026 Main
(OVER THE NATIONAL STORE)
BENTON Phone LA7
SINCE 1937
:n ga10._ 04isRodAneeeHrOnrini RaeOnvdeCrOsytHydiAeintM
agilTh:






















FHA or GI Loans
• PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
• KY. LAKE PROPERTY
• GOOD FARMS
• SELECT BUSINESS LOTS






















'ARE — PAINTS — MIXER TL,r Conditioned Pet Itear (wee
T FOOD IN TOW
ASHLAND CAE
MAIN ST. BENTON U.
NOW ENL.ARGED — REMODEIE
AND AIR — CONDMONFD
te Lunches • Short Orden a
( X [OM %ft -13-QtriG a
EAL ESTAll
to Buy or Sell Any Typetibli
IiR1 HURLEY or NoiNFY URN
Y REAL' ESTA
t3lt 1 IIE N %Tli rs -T)PE
RENTON !boat Lif:
.1111•11116 • • 4.• MOM
• .•Lt ‘1)0 BROX 1.11AM — Thia sew live-passenger super luxury sedan embodies
,i1) winding engineering and styling features never before incorporated on a production auto-
scompletely modern in every detail, this distilictise four-door hardtop with a brushed stain-
eel top has an extremely low over-all height of 55.5 inches. The first production model of the
° Cadillac "dream cr." will make its debut at the National Automobile Show in New York.
her
_
grim Gregory. Mrs. 'Route 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Java
were Wednesday dime'
home of Mr. and
Cog on Benton
Hal B. Lyles Jr. has beentransferred from Chaffee, Ark .R. the Signal Corps TrainingSchool at Ft. Gordon, Ca. He is
a brother of Mrs. C. B. Cox in
Benton. His home is in Paducan.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Clayton ofRoute 7 were shoppers in townThursday.








• Lentheric — Guerlain
ap Dana — Marcelle
• CHANEL — Coty's
• Tussy — Yardley
• Peggy Size — Houbigant
• Shultons
• PARKER and SHEAFFER PEN and PIN( IL SETS
• BILL FOLDS * RONSON and ZIPPO LIGHTERS
She's Been Working
On the Railroad All
All the Live long Day
More and more women are
working on the railroad.
So r.ports Betty Royon, staff
assistant to Cyrus Eaton, board
chairman of the Chesapeake and
Ohio line. Miss Ftoyon, in a talk
to railroad executives here, said
that ''the best available est:
mate" shows women now holO
five and one-half per cent or
all railroad jobs.
She estimated there are 58,20rr
women railroaders, most of them
in clerical spots. Miss Royor.who joined the C. & 0. In 193said that locomotive engineerin-a, the only one of 445 censi,.

























"1 a time of joyfulness?
That's up to you, Mrs. Lodi:
France, social worker, Haze:-
wood TB Hospital, Louisvili.•,said. Mrs. France added:
If you would like to mah,2.your Christmas a better one, d.something for those people whowill be away from home andfamily during the festive season
Kentucky has six tubercolosi,hospitals in addition to othermedical. and correctional insti-tutions. Many patients in thew,establishments are "shut-ins"and won't be able to leave du' -ing the holidays.




Any selection you make from our fab-
ulous new collection of Eaton's FineLetter and Note Papers will make
your gifts "heaven sent': Whether
they be 6 or 60 ... the gift for a
Birthday, Anniversary, Shower, Grad.
uation or Christmas . . . there's astyle, size, color and texture (beauti-
fully boxed) that's sure to please.Our Eaton collection is now at its
best: the wide variety extremely at.
tractive the prices still appeal.
ingly low. Make your selections now!
WILSON'S














Mrs. Forest Bloodworth ofHardin Route I was a shopper inMrs. K. C. Yates of BentonRoute 1 was admitted as a pa-tient to Murray Hospital lastweek.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse McNeelyof Route 5 were shoppers intown Thursday.
Mrs W. W. Holland remains
ill at the home of her daughter,'Mrs. George Marshall in Wick-liffe.
Mrs. J. B. Schamahorn leftWednesday for Cape Girardeau,Mo., to spend a few days withfriends.
' Mr. and Mrs. Willie Harrell ofTolu, Ky., spent several dayswith her sister and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Coursey of Rt.
2,
Mrs. Paul Anderson of Hardin
was a business visitor in Benton
Monday.
Mrs. Viola Fields spent last
Thursday in the home of her
aunt, Mrs. Tom Edwards and
husband.
sliamtsaolagmatacteaziostilanziOratiratlatlataSzifsatea,-MiSassarassorsoa9stizicommousammitaxtaccsoceeitacoarattaitteatmeessamassaliallealeeM
.The gift that makes life brighter!



















'1 soot Instantly tot S to wash















Select Your Xmas Present Now and Save Yourself
Some Extra Money for Christmas
ERVIN POE
Palma, Ky. LA7-7663thlaKtstSwi myna* IIISW MIAMI( £11SE021^,a 4..WPSit SOK tat tut tsstgac Tig Vic Pao ?WM tM SAO ftto PoK.soctia %VW !WI Sig colt:avommottiVir
ek.R.SONALS
Mrs. Will Tom Foust of Route
7 was a shopper in town Fri-
day.
Mrs. Bennie Womack of Route
'i was a shopper in town Friday.
Mrs. Leroy Johnson of Route
7 was a shopper in town Friday
and while here renewed her suh-
scription to the Marshall Cour-
ier.
Paul Wadkins of Benton Rout:.s
1 was in Louisville last week to
take his daughter, Marietta who























Why We Sleop—Or Don't!
-zp is usually taken for granted—unless you suffer from insom-
t. Why we sleep has been a subject of speculation ever since a man
.med Alcmaeon, five centuries before Christ, suggested that sleep
.3 caused by blood leaving the brain.
His idea has since been proved wrong. Recent experiments show
the brain actually gains blood sr 
during sleep. Some investigators
say a chemical in the body de-
presses the brain and puts us to '
sleep. Others hold that the
bridges that link our nerve net-
works are "washed out" and the
nerve impulses are unable to
reach the brain, so we sleep until
the bridges are rebuilt. Many
scientists feel that there is a
"sleep ctnter" in the brain which
sends messages to the center of
consciousness, slowing its activ-
ity until we fall asleep.
Recent scientific tests, in which
humans volunteered to stay
awake for several days, showed
that while lack of sleep had no
serious physical effects, it did
have a marked psychological ef-
fect, causing restlessness, irrita-
bility, loss of memory and symp-
toms resembling schizophrenia.
There is no doubt that the brain
needs a rest period.
Iniomnia, therefore, can be a
serious problem. It is certainly
one that is widespread. Half the
population has trouble falling
asleep, according to the Gallup
Poll.
There are three basic causes of
insomnia — environmental dis-
turbances, like a warm night or
noisy neighbors; physical ail-
ments, like a headache or fever;
and emotional factors, such as
tension, fear or anxiety. Insom-
nia caused by environmental and
physical problems usually disap•
pears when the underlying con-
dition is corrected. Insomnia due
to emotional problems, by far the
most common of the three, is dif-
ficult to combat, often because
you "can't put your finger on"
the root of the emotional
problem.
It is for insomnia caused by
emotional problems that doctors
most often prescribe sleeping
pills, usually barbiturates, power-
ful drugs which should be taken
only as directed by the doctor.
These drugs, however, "force"
you to sleep.
Recently science has made
available a drug called "Mil-
town" that not only relaxes you
for sleep (it doesn't force sleep
on you) but relieves the feeling
of tension and anxiety caused by
the emotional problem. As a re-
sult, you prepare for sleep re-
laxed in mind and body, and you
fall asleep when you wish to —
naturally.
In a series of tests conducted
at famed Johns Ilopkins Univer-
sity in Baltimore, "Miltown"
gave 1,nger uninterrupted sleep
than ziny• barbiturate, and with-
out the potential danger of acci-
dental overdos'e or habituation.
"Miltown" is available only on a
doctor's prescription.
SPECIAL PURCHASE





for each !tern Illustrated
What a wond•rful opportunity to own or to give precious imperial
Cultured Pearl jewelry. Corn• In and ••• this magnificent collection Of
necklaces, bracelets, rings, pins, charms arid •arrIng•—end all at this
unusual special purchase price. Many of th• pieces are combined
with g•nuln• rubles, sapphires and diamonds and only now can they
be yours at a pric• form•rly p•Id for costume jewelry. Illustrated are
only a few from our tremendous s•lection.
CLEMENTS
JEWELERS
Next to Columbia Theatre — Paducah, Kentucky
The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky. December 13, 1
Court of Appeals is Busy
F1'ankfort — Kentucky's Court
of Appeals, records show, hands
dolwn more written opinions
than any other court of last re-
sort in the United States.
Justices and commissioners of
the Commonwealth's highest
tribunal wrote an average of 550
opinions a year during the last
10 years, court statistics reveal
Answers to questionnaires
circulated by the Kentucky
court show the next highest
yearly average-500 written o-
pinions—was registered by Ten-
nessee and Florida top courts.
After them, the average dropped
to 403 in Oklahoma. The Vir-gir 
la high court's 25 was lowest.
Work load of the Kentucky
appelate body is considered tre-
mendous by judicial experts




annual toal of written opinions
turned out by last resort courts
in Virginia and some other
states.
These other states and num-
ters of opinions as shown by
questionnaire replies are: Dela-
st are, 35; Wyoming, 40; Ver-
mont and Nevada, 60; South Da-
kota, 70; North Dakota, 85; Tex-
as, 90; Maine and New Hamp-
shire, 100; West Virginia, 102;
Montana, 105, and New York,
111.
The huge number of written
opinions turned out by the Ken-
tucky body does not include "per
curlam" opinions and dismissals
and the large amount of care
and deliberation connected .with
them.
The main reason the work
load of the highest tribunals in
r
TOT
many states is considerably
lighter than in Kentucky is the
existence of intermediate courts
'n those states. These bodies de-
cide many types of cases appeal-
ed from circuit courts that oth-
rwise would be brought to a
court of last resort.
Mrs. Mint Stice of Benton
Route 7 received the Marshall
Courier as a gift from Mrs. R. C.
Lawrence at Briensburg Friday.
Mrs. Lawrence was a visitor in
Benton and while here subscrib-
ea for the paper for a Christ-
mas present for her friend. The -
Marshall Courier would be a
nice Christmas present to give a
friend or a relative.
Glen Norman of Palma was a
business visitor in Benton Fri-
day.
You'll find all the newest















From 1954 in State
'Itr`
Kentucky's average ne; Income
per farm in 1955 was $1,488, says
the University of Kentucky Ag-
ricultural Service, compared to
$1,640 for 1954, a study of re-
cently available figures shows.
Cash receipts from crop mark-
eting were $290,470,000, a drop
from 1054; livestock and prod-
ucts receipts were $231,163,0130,
a drop from 1954, and govern-
ment payments were $6,100,00,
also down from 1954
Here was the breakdown on re-
ceipts from crops: Tobacco,
$239,662,000; corn, $13,631,000;
wheat, $6,883,000; soybeans $4,-
C92,000; hay, $3,754,000; lespe-
deza seed, $1,223,; bluegrass
seed, $1,097,009, tall fescue seed,
$646,000, sorgo sirup. $632,$$$:
Santa's waiting to meet his
friends at our Toyland.
Come join the fun.
Our Toyland is a Christmas
wonderland of toys and
games. Bring the kids . . .
let them tell Santa all their
Christmas wishes.
S,art right now to hove the
merriest Christmas ever.
Make a trip to Toylandl
r otatoes, $632,000; o p
$499,000: oats, $462,000;
$454,000, and others (veg
fruits, etc.), $3,856,000.
In the livestock and p





246,000, wool, $1,691,000,ens, $2,783,000; turkeys,




etc., $85,000. $85,000. Foresucts realized $5,148,(y0,
greenhouse and nursery
tions, $3,749,000.
The all - commoditieswas $521,633,000. ,
W. T. Threlkeld of
Route 6 visited the Courice to renew his suwhile in Benton Frida
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:s appelate judges is mounted, families of many
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on the walls of the The present portraits reprc-
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la- co to place the portraits 
on
facings and corridor




e.e-e now are 38 portraits in
r-th.otLye. ',nen% but Chief Justics
g Milliken and his assA.)-
say they: believe that.:es 
410.46"4"1"14"4"4"41.412111• 611"10144°140104.1111'
only father-son combination in
the court's history—Judge T. J.
Nunn of Marion, and his son,
Judge Clem S. Nunn, who suc-
ceeded his father in 1914.
Mt. Sterling precinct has
been the home of four judges
whose pictures are expected to
go on display—Belvard J. Peters,
James H. Hazlerigg, Edward C.
O'Rear and C. C. Turner.













since 1792. Robert B. Bird of
London will become the 111th
when he takes office in Jan-
uary.
The largest painting is that of
Thomas H. Hines of Bowling
Green, who served from 1878 to
1888.




Miss Eleanor Noles of Rt. '7
was a shopper in Benton Friday
and while here renewed her
subscription to the Courier.
An adorable fluff of a night-
dress done in nylon tricot with
lacy raffles and satin ribbon
playing up the new young sil-
houette. These .ore the lines
that narrow the waist to al-
most nothing and at the hips
break into gathers 'hot whirl
around. A bit s.11 elasticizing in
bock makes (or flawless fit. All
this, and a pretty at-Ice, fool
A),01 Pink, Blue Bale.







5 to 10 extra horsepower





motor oils, s- flows 
freely even when 
your engine's
cold. You gain the 5 to 
10 horsepower 
your engine
wastes just pushing 
ordinary oils around. 
And X-100®
Motor Oil Premium 
protects against acid 
action—the




rv.my for th• finest 
protection your engine 
con nave.
SHELL





Better Christmas Package Delivery
•
Addresses marked on gifts with
a felt-tip pen are colorful, clear-
ly visible and quickly read and
appreciated by postal employ-
ees, assuring that your packages
will reach their destinations on
time.
Long a favorite with teachers,
artists, store and office clerks,
and businessmen, this felt-tip
Ten, called the "Flo-master," is
ideally suited for writing, mark-
ing and drawing in the home.
-This versatile pen can write on
any material . . . glass, wood,
paper, metals, plastics, porce-
lain. cloth, rubber, etc.
Housewives can use felt-tip
pens to address parcel post pack-
ages . .. write children's names
on the inside of their boots and
rubbers . .. identify contents of
home-frozen food packages . . .
mark boxes for storage .. . label
preserves . . . mark linen and
clothes . . . and put names on
birthday gifts and party favors.
Their husbands use felt-tip
pens for marking window screens
and storm windows . . . mark-
ing hardware storage containers
.. initialing personal property,
tools, etc.... marking maps ...
making business signs, charts or
graphs ... laying out do-it-your-
self projects . . . color-coding
pipes and house wiring,., and a
multitude of other uses.
Although you can use any one
of eight colors (including black)
that are available for this type
of pen, it is suggested that you
get a separate pen for each color
that you expect to use—to avoid
the necessity of cleaning before
each color change.1
Made of chrome-plated brass,
and furnished with four inter-
changeable felt tips for different
width lines, this felt-tip pen is
a handy, useful household and




Area in the Nation
Los Angeles County, Calif,
was the top U. S. producers of
hole milk in 1954, in both
quantity and value of the prod-
uct sold, a Department of Corn-
and eight in Pennsylvania.
Total U. S. whole milk sales
in 1954 were 81,804,947 pounds.
Los Angeles County had 1,210
849,000 pounds, or 1.5 per cent of
the total.
Next three 'largest producing
counties were Stanislaus Coun-
ty, Calif.; Dane County, Wiscon-
sin; and Marathon County, Wis.
erce census shows. Mrs. Charles Frizzell of liar-
Thirty-eight counties in the din R3ute 1, also her mother,
f rat 100 were in Wisconsin, 23 Mrs. Lynn Prichard, were shop-





ertired real estate and insurance
man has built a "kitchen hob-
by" into a profitable business
that permits him to enjoy his
favorite pasttime—fishing.
Frank B. Geiger, a part-time
inventor and full time fisher-
man when business permitted
during his long career as a real
estate broker, said he is livin-
"dream."
Geiger used to mix a special
bait with a tablespoon and a
gallon bucket. He used it him-
self with phenomenal succes3
and passed it around to his
friends.
Two years ago, he decided to
branch out. As a part-time In-
Wilson's
Besnember so owe* So MN
ssare for that needed sasalse
, .. Finely designed books be
NATIONAL for all amnion
a ride choice of sob-
loch, sizes. =lassoed bindings
for personal and home esis
Books so aroonsce book**
use, Smart ocasseosies ffloe
desk and casco, Soo.
WILSON'S
BOOK & STATIONERY STORE
Paducah, Kentucky
K:143faCtfaiafat:
ventor of floats and bobbers
manufactured under his direc-
ton and patent right, he had o
ready-made distribution systee-..
Now he mixes his bait in ton lots
and cans it in pint containers.
What's the formula? Geigcr
Isn't saying. But you can buy til•
trait in sporting goods store...
througnout the Midwest.
Cecil Reed of the county wo










122 Goodman Drive—Phone 56922
=GET OUR PRICES — COMPARE — WHY SELL FOR LESS =
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We Pay the Highest Price
In This Section
We would like also to buy
• Scrap out of Coat' Mines
• Spar Mines




F. W. Davidson, Manager
3400 Park Avenue, Paducah






THESE STORES WILL BE OPEN FOR BUSINESS











THRU SAT., DEC. 22
4.
WESTERN AUTO STORE













HAM & LARKIN Service Sta.





All Types Of Metal Work
R. H. Townsend, Owner
MILLER-JOHNSON CO.
Complete Plumbing & Heating Supplies
BENTON and CALVERT CITY
HUTCHENS STYLE-MART
Your Complete Men's Wear Store
NATIONAL STORES
GIFTS For The Entire FtMILY
?mg
Sledd's Appliance Store
"Give a Crosley Appliance for Xmas"





Everything in Building & Hardware
C. L. WALKER
General Agent
Ky. Farm Bureau Insurance
LAMPKINS BUICK CO.
Your Authorized Buick Dealer
The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, Deceniber 13, 1956
SANTA FOR YOU
BENTON STANDARD Sta.
Main and 11th Streets in Benton, Ky.
Arlie (Red) Ross, Prop.
MORGAN'S




Your Friendly Ford Dealer




Dolly & Bob's Bus Station
Delicious Sandwiches
SERVICE OIL CO.
SHELL OIL PRODUCTS 
Phone LA7-7715 Benton, Ky.
HUTCHENS BAR-B-(2
Tasty — Delicious Sandwiches
Downing Texaco Service










Marshall County Soil Improvement Ass
PHILLIPS CHEVROLET CO
See The New 1957 Chevvies
CRAWFORD FERGERSON
Gifts For Everyone On Your List
Bank of Marshall County
Join our 1957 Christmas Club
O'DANIEL'S GROCERY

















ar' Elm street, Ben-






' phone LA 7-4801. 
29p
_4 room frame house
- at 13th and Pow •
-nornpson Mill in
'jr. write Mrs. Pau:
Hardin or the
iIll in Benton. 32p
2.E.HT OR RALE --
.;1 bath Located an
Calvert Height.;.
possession. Call Pal
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SALE — 4 bedroom cadet
stational Home in Park-
#e'lieights, Benton, Ky. Sec
Osborne, City Hall build-
30p
ott sm- x.—London and Wiggins
„ippic.; Arena at 
Hardin, Ky.
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Wiggins at skatin3
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ow 501. Louisville 2, Ky.
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Sas I to 10 months old. Bulls
tellers either polled or horn
Pbone EX 5-4517. Ray Hall,
OM City, Ky. 2t
pilt SALE—Easy Spindryer Wa
MOO. Perfect condition.
ia Robert Redmon, 913 Pine
t*.W
DI SALE—Baled straw. 40c per
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',eaten sour stomach too
Susetssar Works thersiglet
•••••-• n1 ping. Made from pure
rbs. Thoroughly but
• Clogged intestines.
-.mg relief In morning.





















4. burning of Skin Rashes,
Psoriasis, Ringworm and
'Foot Zemo stops ;s2.7' tch-
skinirritated 24141°Ilds heal emo
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
The Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company has ap-
plied to the Public Service Com-
mission of Kentucky for authori-
ty to increase its rates and char-
ges to its customers in Kentuc-
ky. A schedule of the proposed
rates will be promptly filed at
the local exchange office. A hear
ing upon said application will be
held by the Public Service Com-
mission of Kentucky at its offi-
ces in Frankfort, Kentucky at 9
:00 A. M. on December 18. 1956.
30c
FOR RENT — Nice furnished 4
room house with all convenienc-
es and electric heat, See Mrs.
Ott Morris or Phone LA7-6291.
30p
DON'T let that picture lie Ft-
round collecting dust. Frame It
For a large selection of mould-
ings at reasonable prices. See






708 Main Benton, Ky.
rtsc
TELEVISION
Authorizea Service for RCA'
Victor Mot,orola-Philco-Zenith
and others.. Let us put a chan-
nel 8 or 12 antenna on your
present iffstallation. We will
guarantee improvement or no
charges. Only $15 complete.
RADIO SERVICE CENTER
West Ky. Pioneers in TV




See ' the new vertical blinds
Also Storm Doors, Windows
Awnings
HUNT THE MAN
Behind the blinds and he
C. C. HUNT








Highway 641 Phone FO 2-4211
.•••
„c BU ,1 ." Aff








— ALL TYPES OF METAL WORK GENERAL 
GUTTER —
DUCT WORK andIURNACE INSTALLATION
at the 
BENTON TIN SHOP
1205 Poplar Street — Benton, Ky.
R. H. TOWNSEND P
hones: Office LA 7-6671
Owner 
• Home LA 7-5211
INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS
Morgan. Trevathan and Gunn
Insurance Agency
INSURE NOW — TOMORROW MA













D & B PACKAGE STORE
(Formerly Tades)









MRS. HAL MARCH, wife of the popular quiz-master of the $64,000
Question television show is shown visiting "Fashionorama" at the
New York Coliseum, Mrs. March is the former ('andy Tozton, well
known fashion model. She commented that the advance fashions she
saw displayed should make this spring's 'tailored %omit' more ex•
citing than ever.
My Neighbors
"Hey, Mom! You remember







"The time to start arrang-
ing to have pleasant memories
when you're old—is when
you're young!"
ACHING MUSCLES
p•ins of tir•d, sons aching mus-
cles with STANBACK, tablets or powders
STANBACK acts feet to bring comforting
relate .. bmausit th• STANBACK formula
combines I prescription typ• in•








708 Main Benton, Ky.
Oae Re/id of
PAIN
few PAINS of HEADACHE, NEURAL-
GIA. NEURITIS with STANBACK 'IA 8 •
LETS or POWDERS. STANBACK es
not • on• ingritdi•nt formula . STAN -
BACK combines smer•I mediwIly promn
mat wham., into on• may to talt• dose.
•dded effectiveness of these
MULTIPLE ingiadi•nts brines faster, me..













Don't be embarrassed by loose false
teeth slipping, dropping or wobbling
when you eat, talk or laugh Just
sprinkle a little FASTEETH on your
plates. This pleasant powder gives a
remarkable sense of added comfort
and security by holding plates more
firmly. No gummy, gooey, pasty taste
or feeling. Its alkaline (non-acid)





This GENUINE mArrAn washer with the
famous GYRAFOAIII washing action






KINNEy ApPjlYicE CO.What Sell"
Article in Reader's Digest Reveals
' Jittery Pre-Menstrual Tension
Is So Often a Needless Misery!
Do you suffer terrible nervous ten-
sion — feel jittery, irritable, de-
pressed —just before your period
each month? A startling article in
READER'S DIGEST reveals such
pre-menstrual torment is needless
misery in many cases!
Thousands have already discov-
ered how to avoid such suffering.
With Lydia Pinkham's Compound
and Tablets, they're so much hap-





the source of such
distrees. In doctors'
tests. Pinkham's
stopped ... or strikingly relieved
... pain and discomfort! 3 out of 4
women got glorious relief!
Taken regularly, Pinkham's re-
lieves the headaches, cramps, nerv-
ous tension ... during and before
your period. Many women never
suffer—even on the first day! Why
should you? This month, start tak-
ing Pinkham's. See if you don't
escape pre-menstrual tension ...so






















Phone 3721 806 Main, Benton, Ky.
PLUMBING —HEATING — WIRING
Service & Supplies — Hy-Klas Paints

















208 Broadway — — Paducah, Ky.
SAVE ON GUNS — TOOLS — LUGGAGE — JEWELRY
If You Have Money and Need Jewelry
SEE US
If You Need Money and Have Jewelry
SEE US
LINN FUNERAL HOME
Where the Best In Funeral and Ambulance Service
Cost So Little. Three ambulances available, two
equipped with Oxygen
AT YOUR SERVICE DAY OR NIGHT
Air conditioned for your comfort
Banton, Ky. --WI Mats Street
RAISING KANE
TH L TAKE (N A
blOVi C, SU 6AR! 11,1 NOT










'NISH I WAS A LITTLE Roo(
A seTru-i' on Pt HILL,
riot NOTH.IN' AU_ OAY LONG
BUT Jus-i- A LETTlri• LTILL.
I WOULD !HT EAT, I veptio reT Vitgne...
WOOL() N.T EVCre sOiosz
BOOT dUST SET STILL THE Y11-10LE DAY LoNG











































FELL OVER ,t4ND tF IT NM
FPLLEN SECOND 50oNER -
IT WOULD 14,VE HIT
motn-mq
t.Os










"People who are living be-
yond their income should be-
gin acting their sage."
Mrs. Verlie Reeder has been






of Americans climbed to a new
record high in October, princi-
pally because of soil-bank pay-
ments and the rush to turn out
new 1957-model automobiles.
The Commerce Departmen,
which announced the new rec-
ord, said personal income would
total $332,600,000,000 if the Oc-
tober rate were continued for a
full year. This would compar•
with last year's $306.100,000,000.
This was $3,000,000,000 higher
than the annual rate in Sep-
tember and $21,000,000,000 high-
er than in October, 1955.
The Department said half the
October increase was in wages
and salaries. A third of the in -
crease came in the automobile
industry.
Farm Income rose by $700L-
000,000 in October, but the De-
partment said it would have
shawn a decline if soll-ban-t
payments had been left out of
the total.
Personal income in the fir ;
10 months of the year was t
an annual rate of $323,600,000.-
000, compared with $303,700,000 -
in the first ten months of 1955.
Avery Downing who fell at his
home on Benton Route 4 several
weeks ago, is slowly improving.
His sons are Leeman and Ray-
mond Downing.
If your numbers opposite your
name are 12-56 your time ex-
pired to the Marshall Courier
the first of December. It is bet-
ter to renew the paper a week
or two before it is out and surely
by the time it is out.
brilstmas Is 'ft) -the •2r
WITH NATIONALLY ADVERTISED GIFTSFrom Infants' To Adults





















re Irish table lin-
41"
en and napkins in all sizes.
Sheets, pillow caes, towels
and many other gift items.
• Quality Nationally Myer used Children's Wear •







The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, December 13, 1956
Central States News Views
BIGGER handicap than most
golfers doesn't keep Jim Mil-
ewski of Detroit from favorite
game.:*
MIDWEST'S Jean Seberg, 17, of
Marshalltown, Ia. wins world-wide
contest to play movie St. Joan.•
ROCK so tough that teeth on excavation shovels must be replaced
several times a day is sucked through special hose on St. Lawrence
Seaway that will mean increase in Midwest port facilities.
B. F. Goodrich engineers say it's been in constant operation for six
. months, sucking up abrasive mixture of mud, water and glacial
till and they expect it to last two more years.
Local News of Our Neighbors
Mr. and Mrs. Leeman Down- was a good idea to renew it.
tug of Kirksey Route 1 came by
the Courier office Friday to re-
rtw their subacription. They had
been in Mayiield where they
had sold their Burley tobacco
crop. Mrs. Downing said that
although her time was not out
until the first' of January while
she was in town she thought it
Sgt. John V. Devine of Camp
Pendleton, Calif., arrived Sat-
urday to visit his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Devine in Calvert
City.
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Warren
were shoppers in Paducah on






HIGH DOLLAR $60.46 ONR:griZEIAYI
You Cant Go Wrong When
YOU SELL YOUR BURLEY
IN MAYFIELD
• TOP PRICES • FINE FLOORS
• COURTEOUS TREATMENT
SELL NOW - SELL HIGH
R. F. D. PATRON
Take advantage of The Courier-Journal's Spec
Offer and get this big daily newspaper at a
low price. It's a bargain you don't want to m
mit drouritrliourn
OFFER ENDS SATURDA
It's a bargain you don't want to miss!
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
AT MOREHEAD BROS
- GAMES — Over 50 different kinds to choose= from.
Etl-- BIBLES — All sizes, prices, editions.
- CHILDREN'S BOOKS — Landmark and Big
= Golden Books.
VIEWMASTERS — Mayfield's only dealer.
= MIRRORS — Shock or Plate for Wall or Door
- PICTURE FRAMING — One week service.
- Also, large selection of gifts, dolls, toys an
Model Planes
West Side of the Square in Mayfield
For A Merry Xmas Purchase
His Gift At Lookofosky
Men's Wear





If you want a large assorun
of nationally known sports
attractive washable mater
and patterns to choose




A large selection of slacks in all
wanted materials, patterns and styles.





All Wool Sport Coats 
Kerry Nite Pajamas 
$19.




plus tax $1.50 to $2.
Large Sele tion of 
plus tax $2.50 and $8
Ties 




Kits, and other Leather Goods nice for gift
DTireesssasnhdoI:sandkerchief Sets in Travel Kit aann(di :S21
Work Jackets  
s$171..945 to 8105
$6.45 to $9Work Shoes 
Leather Boots (8" Auld 10")
 $6.95 to $13
$5.49 to $$151.
 50c to $1.
(good quality)
100% Orlon V-Neck Longsleeve
Slipover Sweaters  $4.95 and $5.
Suburban Coats  $18.95 and $21.
Howeeshoes  $3.95 to $5.
Dress Gloves  $2.95 to $4.
If you are going to give him Work Clothes
— give him the best value in Work Clothe,
—Give
DUCK HEAD
No Charge for Gift VrappinP
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